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I

LEIFER 01,:l'EANSMIrrAL.

DEPA NI V NT 01' THE iNTERIOR,

BUEAU OF EDUCATION.

Washinyton. October 2.-1913.
Spi: The people of the United States are greatly interested in the

German systems of industrial and trade education. There is a large
demand rmr incurmutim, in regard to the general policies of German
cities and States in regard to such 'education, and also for informa-
tion in regard to sclumls for special trades.

I therefore recommend. that the consular reports 'submitted here-
with. (1) The German System of Industrial Training, (2) German
Solupols for Iluilder,, (3) Preparatoi.y Courses for Master Crafts-
men, (4) Courses for Master Tradesmen at Frankfort on the Main,
0) Brief Report of the Trade institute at COlogne, (6) Schools for
Fruit-Growing-41ae lir'st two by .Ralph Rosser. American coftsul at
Frfurt: the third by George ...Nicholas lift, American consul' at
Nuremberg: flit fourth by Vice Consul General William Dawson,
ir.. at Frankfort on the Main: the fifth by W. G. Dunlop, American
consul at Cologne: the sixth by Consul General II. W. Harris, at

. Frankfort on the Main - -be printed as a bulletin of the Bureau of
Ed neat ion.

Respectfully submitted.
CLAXTON,

The Srt METAHY THE INTERIOR.
.

Commissioner.



CONSULAR REPORTS ON IN4STRIAL EDUCATION
IN,GERMANY. *

I. THE SYSTEM OF INDUSTRIAL SCHOOLINC.

By It At.rif Bussva. United states Come at Equel.

1.. OUTLINE OF SYSTEM.

CLASSIFICATI(IN.

The industrial schools of -Germany may he classified as follows:
(1) General trade schools: (2) special trade schools; (3) engineering
and scientific sthot;ls.

The general trade schools embrace the industrial continuation
schools -(gewerbliche Fortbildungs-Schulen), or part-time schoolst,
for young people between the ages of 14 and 17 (or 15 and 18) who
him; finished their general education in the commtin schools (Vol.ks,-
schnlen) and are employed in* .the industries as apprentices, helpers,
or other manual workers; the mechanics' schools (Ilandwerker-
SZlittlen) with Sunday morning and weekday evening etris'ses for the
technical and theoretical instruction of journeymen; and the indus-
trial art. schools (Kunstgewerbe-Schulen) for the better education
of-artisans and mechanics in the theory, arts and technique of their .

respective crafts.
The special trade schools (gerwerbliche Fachschulen) provide

specialized technical ind manual training in particular trades. aith-
ing to take the place of ordinary apprenticeship, in whole or in part,
kv preparing the learner foNtiNuit of the trade as master, journey-
man, or skille' apprentice. Tn .Getmany they are generally under-
.stood to inaude such institutions as textile schools, special schools
for the metal industry, schoors for builders, schools for woodworkers.
tanners, clockmakers, opticians, potters,' coppersmiths, bookbinders°,

,printers, decorators, dyers, shoemakers, tin workers, plumbers, lock-
smiths, blacksmiths, to makers, gardeners, brewers, bakers, millers,
butchers, barbers, tailors, etc.

Each of thengineering and scientific schools makes a specialty of .

some of the following technical professions!. Civil, mechanical, eke:.
.7.



8 INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION IN GERMANY.

triral, and marine enineering; architecture; 'shipbuilding; naviga-
tion. forestry, milling and metallurgy, chemistry. pharmacy, and
gekeral science. Architecture is also the principal course in the
sclioolS for builders, which are classed as special trade schools e-
cause all of the building trades are there taught. The highest grade
of engineering of scientific school 'is the Technische [Toe

ORGAN IZAIN, GoVERN MEM'. AND MAINTLN A NUE.

Most of the trade schools in Germany have been Organized
by the respective trade guilds or other industri3irassociations or In
the city or town in which they are located. Others were established
by private endowment. Te higher technical schools and industrial
art schools are in most cases either State or municipal institutions.
While the special trade schools are still largely anagerl by repre-
sentatives of the appropriate guilds, industrial jassociation 's. or
municipalities, many of thein receive State appropriations by com-
plying with certain requirements designed to bring about uniformity
in edycational standards, curricula. qualification of, teachers, exanii
nations. etc.

The development of the factory system. the substitution in many
branches of machinery for hand labor. the growing utilization of art
in industry, and the increasing technical knowledge and skill re-
quired in various departments of manufacture have created a demand
for workmen with more thorough training- and expert knowledge
than could be acquired merely by !smiting the trade in the old-
fashioned Nay. rile necessary theoretical and technical training
could only begivenill industrial art and mechanics' schools, special
trade schools, and engineering and technological institutes. In order
to keep in close practical touch with the actual industries for whose
operation the young people are being trained. these trade schools are

-usually found in the same localities where the related industries
flourish. The relationship between the trade school and the industry
is thus one .of reciprocity, the school titlapting itself to the changing
conditions in the industry, and the industry being continually revived
and stimulated to further improvement by the regular accession to
its ranks of workmen trained in the schAil, Furthermore, as ninny
of these trade schools, in. addition to the theoretical, technical, and.
artistic training, 'offer to the studentk,workshop practice, either in
the school plant itself, or in the appropriate mill or factory, the
advantage of the proximity of the latter to the school is apparent.

Where the particular trade school is related to a factory industry
the manufacturers concernedrit well' as the industrial associations
of which they are members, have in many. cases .been, the prime
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movers org,nniting or promoting it. Whether or not they or their
predecessors have participated in the formation of the school, they
are keenly interested in its curriculum and administration and are
usually well represented on the board ofidirectors or supervisors.
This representation in the control or management of the school by
the leaders in the industry for whose adA-sucement it was established
naturally tends to keep the educational work of the institution
adjusted to meet the progressive reqiiirement of the trade. Where,
however, the trade school is not related to mines, mills, or manu-
facturing establishments. but to industrial operations conducted by
independent artisans or mechanics. such as masons, carpenters,
rabinetinakers, phimbers, locksmiths. shoemakers. decorators, book-
bitidersetc.. then the guild, consisting of the master workmen in
the particular trade. will be fonml either in control of the institution
or possessing certain supervisor or advisory powers in determining
its curriculum. hours of instruction. entrance. -nod graduation re-
quirements, etc.

In nearly every Gorman city evening and Sunday chnses have
keen organized for artisans in the various trades practiced in the
coninatitty. The trades most closely related to each other are-
grouped topether. The school composed of these various evening
trade classes is usually called a mechanies. school (Handwerker-
whole), which in many cities is consolidated with.the local industrial-
art school. While the mechanics' and industrial-art schoq in a
Prussian city are generally administered by the local school authori-
ties. the State exercises 4;ertsiti rights of inspection and control is
a consequence of its financial aid. The local chamber of commerce
(:r other official body representing the manufactnrers, and the trade
guilds representing the master workmen. usually have the privilege

inspeCting the departments in which they are especially interested,
and due consideration is given by. the school authorities to their sug-
gestions as to conrseo,.and time.of instruction. einfilince requirements,
workshop practice, etc. In Prussia all the trade schools receiving_
'State -aid, including the continuation schoolr special trade schoolrb, .

and the meclrpies' and industrial-art schools, are under the super
visory control of t111,--minister 6frcommerce and industry,,in whose
hands it was considered that.the schools could best be adapted to the
local and national needs of conunerce and industry. The more local,.
administrative work of theState divided'nmong the various Prus-
sian district presidents (Regierungs-PriiSidenten), underNhom are
harnstrial school counsellors (Gewerbeschulriite)' who act as super-

'visors of the trade schools in the particular Government district.
In Prussiii nearly all the textile schools are local institutiouth but -

receive State aid contingent. upon compliance with the requirements
Of' the national authorities. Each; school is directly .managed..

14*.



10 INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION IN GERMANY.

body called a Kuratoriuin, composed of representatives of the local
textile industry and Government officials. In technical management
the Prussian textile schools are subject to the central technical
bureau for the textile industry. The engineering and technological
schools of Prussia are also under State supervision and receive ap-
propriations from the State or city, or from both. The industrial

-continuation schools in most German cities and towns form part of
the public school system. and as such are supported by the respective
municipalities, usually receiving aid from the State, and sometimes
from the manufacturers and trade guilds especially interested. The
appropriations of the Berman State governments to the industrial
continuation schools vary from one-third to two-thirds of the ex-
penditures, not including the cost of rooms, heating, light.ing, and
janitor service, which is met by the local community. In Prussia
the proportion contributed by the State depends largely upon the
size and financial condition of the communityfo the larger cities
with more than 60,000 population, not more than one-third of the
total outlay, and to the smaller cities from one-half to two-thirds,
exclusive of the buildings.and operating expenses connected with
them. The total expenditures in Prussia for the industrial continua-
tion schools amounted in 1911 to $2,304,792, of which 52 per cent
was borne by the municipalities, 35 per cent by the State, 2 per cent
by associations and guilds, and 11 pet- cent by employers' contribu-
tions, consisting of the obligatory tuition fees paid for their em-
ployees, together with amounts donated by some of them voluntarily.

2. GENERAL TRADE SCHOOLS.

A. INDUSTRIAL CONTINUATION SCHOOLS.

And AND CHARM:Mt.

*-NThe continuation schools complete the common-school education
\in Germany by giving the youths ivho are obliged to start at once
upon the tusk of earning a living the rudiments of a practical educe-

' tion which will be useful to them not only as citizens, but in the
. activtk pursuit of their respective vocations. The course in the

common schools of Prussia covers eight years, upon. the completion
of which the compulsory period of full-time schooling ends. As a
rule, howeyer, compulsory edttion doeS not then entirely cease,
fiK in most cities and towns OW-man boys are required to attend
the continuation school for six or seven hours per week during thre;
years,; that is, usually between the ages of 14 and 17. The boys
who have entered as store' or office employees upon a business career
WOO the commercial continuation school (Kettfmlinnische Fort
bilduvisehule) those who luim when *) an industrial vocation,
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as trade apprentices, factory workers, or otherwise, attend the in-1
dustrial continuation school (Gewerbliche Fortbildungsschulel.

The aim of the industrial continuation school is to furnish the
young apprentice or factory worker with the kind of technical and
business instruction 'which he can not get in the shop or factory
where he is employed, but Nvhich he needs in order to ply his voca-
thin intelligently and advance his economical well-being. Anotheri
important object of the continuation school is to give the youth in
struction in language, science of government, civic and industrial
affairs. trade practices, hygiene, factory sanitation, etc., that will fit
him to be an intelligent citizen as well as an efficient master- work-i
man or competent employer.

The tuition of the students in the continuation schools is paid by;
their employers, but it is merely nominal; amounting to but $1 or $2,
per year. The main financial harden is borne -by the lnunicipality,
with the aid of State appropriations, provided the local anthoritieA
have complied with certain requirements set by the State..

4

V( leATIONAL STUDIES.

For industrially employed Iotitlis who have neither the time nor
the money to attend a special trade school the continuation school
constitutes an exceedingly valuable and important aid, especially in
view of the thoroughness and growing importance of the .examina-
tions for journeymen's and masters' certificates. Naturally, the in-
dustrial continuation school ca each its full development only in
the large cities. where a special or,anization in ascending single-trade
classes i:, possible. Good results are, however, attained in the smaller
cities and towns by grouping related trades; for example, the appren-
tices of the various building trades.

In seliwting the subjects of instruction, the aim is to serve the civic,
vocational, and economic interests of the apprentices and to cultivate
in them the technical knowledge, artistic sense, and idealism that,.
with the necessary mechanical skill and practical experience; go to
make the master craftsman. The vocational -studies (Fachliunde)
are designed to broaden as much as possible the apprentice's knowl.
edge of his trade. For (leases whiclrembrace single trades or groups
of trades this expert or technical instruction includes elementary
geometry, professional trade drawing, machine drawing, and the
sketching of designs from prepared drawing eardsomd, also, if
teachers and other facilities aje available, the handling of raw mate-
rials, tools, machines, and .wooking,models. FOr practical manual
instruction, however, especially that relating to the particular trade,
one must look, as a general rule, to the more advanced or specialized
institutions, such as the industrial

. art schools, mechanic' evening:
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schools, and the special trade schools.- In some large industrial con-
tinuation schools algebra, physics,. chemistry, natural science, and

-mechanics are taught in eleMentary form. In the great majority of
schools, however, these advanced subjects are omitted, because the
ery limited period of instruction typist be devoted to more nect.,,sary

studies. 4

DEM N 55$ I NsTurf-Ttfrx.

Another illustration of-the practkal nature of pie instruction in
well-organized industrial continuation schools of German cities is
the teaching of business ffiethods and affairs (GeschaftskundO, the
knowledge of,which will be useful to an artisan or mechanic in the
carrying on of his particular, vocation, Whether as employer or sub-
ordinate. The apprentice or learner receives such instiuction in in-
dustrial bookkeeping and aritlinietie' as can be applied to his trade;
ho is taught the principles governing production, distribution, and
consumption; the sources of supply of of ED materials: the market for
the products of his trade; the computation of cost; and the fixing of
prices. lie learns about simple mercantile and credit relations, in-
surance, postal affairs, and railroad traffic. lie is informed as to the
appropriate industrial laws and regulations; hygienic requirements of
the workshop, the functions of chambers of commerce, guilds, and
other industrial organizations, trade customs, etc. In the arithmetic
course a study is made of clleeks, drafts, and bills of exchange; cur-
rency, weights, and measures; interest, percentage. commissions, con -
tract estintatint, etc.

ORN KRAL I N STRUCEION FOIL U NSK ILLED M OD MAK

The most difficult task of the German industrial continuation
schools, especially in the large cities, has been the planning of the
instruction for the unskillrd, workers, namely, those not apprenticed
to or learning any particular trade, but performing unskilled or
automatic labor as barrow men,. drivers, deliverymen, helpers, or
machine operatives in the .various industries. These youth, .who
constitute about one-fifth of the total number o$ boys attending the
industrial continuation schools of Prussiaare witbdut the undivided
aim in life that the apprentice has in his single vocational work;
the will to learn dome one trade thoroughly is often lacking; the
manual skill remains undeveloped; and the proper love of work or
pride of vocation can not be cultivated. Such a boy is usually con
trolled by the desire to earn money as quickly as possible.' the .in-
corne is proportionately high and makes him independent of home

.control too soon. It is only in exceptional cases that the employer
laketi n personal interest in suckworhets, and the dangers. of the big
city nppronch Ckroner to :them:them tbooto other; classes of employed: youth..
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The consequence is that a comparative:y large number of them fall
into evil ways. In view of these conditions, the establishment of an
effective system of education for the unskilled workers is considered
in Germany an urgent problem of the present. time.

In the selection of studies for this class of boys, the chief aim of
the well- organized German continuation schools, such as those of the
large cities. is to enable hem to learn the principles governing their
industrial environment niol the means by which they may advance
themselves econonlically, and, at the same time, to broaden their
general education. Appropriate connecting ideas are the entrance
of the boy into industrial life. his position in the working emifau-
vity. the activities of factory, workshop, and general traffic, and the
system of wnrk and cooperative service. The care of trite health and
the proper irk of spare time are taught. Resides language, religion,
civics, and other subjects which apply to all classes of workers,
simply emirses in domestic and industrial Wikkeeping and other

'business studies are given. cmposition and arithmetic are closely
connected with vocational and civic affairs. and the endeavor rs to fix
the instruction by practice and application. The aim is to handlethe
instruction in such a Wily that it applies most appropriately to the
student's occupation and place in the industrial organization. When
practicable this is accomplished by examples from actual life rather
than b36 theoretical discussions. Proper consideration is of course
given to the practical experience and intellertnal ripeness of the
students. Naturally, the plan of instruction covers a wide range, as
the intellects of unskilled workers show such't xtraordinary varia-
tion. In this connection one of the most difficult tasks is the organi-
zation of these workers in classes in accordance with their widely
differing capacities. Where they are mostly employed Its helpers. 6r
operatives in a town's principal industry, like the manufacture of
textiles or small metal goods, the hiStrftrtion is arranged accordingly.
It is said that in localities where the boys seldom change their occu-
pation it is easier to organize the classes according to the kind of
business.

CULTIVATION. OF CITIZEN81tIP.

The making of competent workmen is by no means the exclusive
aim of the German industrial continuatio&schools. The cultivation
of intelligent citizenship, patraism, and the cooperative spirit
.among the workers is considered quite as essenthl in the promotion
of national efficiency as manual skill and technical knowledge. The
ideal sought to be attained by the system'is the enlightened.Citizen
Who is capable Of performing efficiently his social and civic oblige,:
tions as well as the talski of his *voestion, and who "not only seeks
to advance hie own, welfare through MB bat alto Ooneciausky

. 2 '



14 INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION IN GERMANY.

places his tabor in the service of the community." As means to this
end there has been introduced in the industrial continuation schools
of many German cities a course of instruction in civic affairs
(Biirgerkunde), including studies designed to teach the'connection
of the individual calling with the common life in the family, school,
and workshop, in the community, State, and Empire; to explain
the genesis and system of impOrtant public institutions: to cultivate
reverence for the constitution and public laws, loyalty to the home
and 'fatherland; and to induce earnest and patriotic cooperation in
the affairs of the community and nation. For example, the students
are instructed as to the local municipality and its various depart-
ments; public hygiehe and sanitation; system of taxation: laws for
the protection and insurance of workers; the operation of .courts of
justice; the functions of the chief public authorities., important
facts about the organization and administration of the State. and
Empire, the army. the navy, and the colonies.

PHYSICAL TRAINING AND RECHEATIoN ILMES.

Other praiseworth features of the German continuation schools,
designed to promote qtional efficiency, are the physical training and
recreation facilities (. Igendpflege). In the well-organized schools
the obligatory studies in; this division embrace elementary physi-
ology and personal hygiene (care of the body, bathing, clothing,
food, temperance. -etc.), and the rendering of first. aid to the in-
jured. For the voluntary 'participation or use of the stndents many
continuation schools, especially in the larger cities of Germany,
provide gymnasiums, swimming playgrounds, and other
athletic facilities; and regular instruction is given in gymnastics,
swimming, and field sports. While prizes are frequently offered and
other measures taken to induce the students to participate in the
gymnastic exercises, outdoor sports, and games, and in the walking
tours arranged by the teachers, the use of compulsion is discounte-
nanced upon the principle that force leads to opposition, and that
those who' unwillingly take part in athletics would receive little or
no benefit.therefrom. In addition to these facilities. for voluntary
physical training, the continuation schools frequently provide foie
the optional participation or attendmice of the students other forms
of education, culture, and entertainment, such as lectures, concerts,
dramatic performances, singing classes, rending and game rooms,
and excursions for visiting museums, ffictories, and other places of
historic or industrial interest. These excursions, .which are con-
ducted by the apprtiTniate teachers, are exceedingly interesting and
ratuable to the students in the concrete extmples'of civic and techni-

mil instruction. thus afforded.
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ATTENDANCE AND TIME OF INSTRUCTION.

The question of compulsory or optional attendance in continua-
tion schools has heretofore been left to the respective municipalities.
The Prussian State Government, however, by conditioning its annual
appropriations upon the establishment of compulsory attendance,
has succeeded in inducing most of the communities to make the
attendance compulsory. In 1910 Prussia had 1,818 industrial con-
tinuation schools (gewerhiiche Fortbildungsschulen), with 321,226
students; M) association schools (Vereinsschulen), with 5;831 stu-
dents; and 28:1 guild schools (Innungsshtilen), with 11,952 students.
Of the industrial continuation schools, 1,741) (including 01 work.
schools) had compulsory attendance and 49 optional attendance.
The unskilled workers in the industrial continuation schools nutn-
bered in 1910. 66,599; the remainder were trade or factory appren-
tices as distinguished from mere operatives in factories or helpers
in other indust.rial operations. In the 59 association schools, which
are maintained by apprenth:s, mechanics, manufacturers, etc., the
attendance is optional.

After agitation for a number of years a draft of a national law
has recently been submitted to the Prussian Landtag, or Legislature,
which makes three years' attendance at an industrial or commercial
cont inuation school obligators, on the part of all boys under 18 years
of age who are employed in industrial or commercial work in the
particular community. The boys usually finish in the common schools
at the age of It or 15, and. acmrding to the new State law. their
compulsory attendance at the continuation school will continue for
three years or until the end their apprenticeship, but not beyond
the eighteenth year. It is also provided M this new law that one
can be released by the schoor authorities from the obligation to attend
the public industrial continuation school by attendance during the
required legal period and for an equal number of hours at a guild or
other continuation school or trade school, 'provided that. the instruc-
tion at such school has been recognized .by the president of the
respective governmefit district (Regierungs-Priisident) as an ade-
quate substitute.

.

As a rule, the annual period of instruction amounts to at least 240
hours, generally extending over 40 weeks, with a weekly average of
0 howl. This has been found insufficient, however, for those trades
whiett'requireextepsive drawing or practical expert instruction. A
reduction to four hours per week is allowable for classes. Which
receivesupplementary expert instruction for at least two hours per
week at a guild or association school recognized by the Slate. For
those who follow the. season trildes, suoh as masons, carpenters,
painters, etc., the period of _instruction. may be rdiminishett during.
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the principal work .season, if it he correspondingly increased in.. the
slack season, provided such an Imangement is practicable. -The
vacation in the continuation schools is usually regulated by indus-
trial requirements and by the practice in the common schools of the
locality.

Originally the instruction in the continuation schools was largely
confined to week-day evenings and Sunday morning hours. The
school authorities. however. now recognize that the fatigue of the
students after a day or week of toil in the places of employment.
and the listlessness and natural feeling of repulsion toward studies
which rob them of well-eared rest and recreation. imp* seriously
the value of evening. and Smulay instructinn. The tendency there-
fore to abolish Sunday hours and evening hours of instruction after'
S o'clock: and employers 1111, COMpeliCti by law to permit the boys
to be absent from business. without loss of pay. during those hours
of instru.-tion Ihich may fall in the regular working period of the
-espective store, shop. mill, or factory.- For example, in the industrial
continuation schools of Prussia during 1911. 75 per cent of the.in-
struction was given week days between 7 a. tn. and 8p. nt.. 12 per
cent week days after 8 o'clock p. m, and 10 per cent Sunday mornings.

Tin I N

In establishing; the industrial continuation schools in Germany
much difficulty was experienced in getting properly trained teachers.
Teachers from the common schools with the required pedagogical
ability seldom had the necessary technical or expert training in in-
dustrial birches like mechanical drawing and applied mathematics,
while the artisans, mechanics, engineers, architects, etc., selected to
give the expert or practicl instruction often possessed no knowledge
of the proper methods of teaching.

To overcome these difficulties, special courses (Ausbildungskurse)
of some weeks' duration for the training of teachers have been or
ionized. The principal studies taught are drawing, indstrial art,
bookkeeping, and practical' mathematics. Many of the teachers, in
order to prepare themselves thoroughly for the theoretical or tech-
nical instruction of apprentices in the continuation school, have spent
a few weeks or months in practical study or work in the porticulai
industry represented.in the chtsq they expected to tench. Thus the
teacher of the shoemaker class in the Erfurt industrial continuation
schOol, while not a shoemaker himself, hug made such a special study
pf the theory and art of shoemaking and has kept in such close touch
with the practicil side of tfletrade, that lw is peculiarly. equipped to
give to the members of his class that kind of instruction in 'drawing
and: other technical subjects that will Ike ,practical use to them in

.
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the pursuit of their vocation. Furthermore, it is sometimes required
that the teacher of drawing or other technical course spend a year or
more at an industrial art school or in the appropriate special trade
school in order to gain the necessary practical knowledge of the course
lie is to teach. On the other hand, the expert craftsman who is to
give the shop or practical instruction, in addition to a number of
years' experience in the industry itself, may be required to have a
diploma from a trade school. and perhaps some little training in
pedagogy.

B. INDUSTRIAL ART AND MECHANICS SCHOOLtS.

I N DI STRIA', :MT 5C11001,5.

The industrial art school (Kunstgewerbe-Schttle), whic is in
many cities combined with a school repressltsfor mechanics, repre.iii, ts the
most recently developed phase of -industrial schooling in Germany.
It is virtually a municipal higher-trade school, generally under State
supervision, for the professional and artistic education of master
workmen. foremen, managers of technical and art departments of
industries, pattern makers, designers, draftsmen. and modelers for
the different branches of industrial art and for the flue or highly
skilled trades. The studies are arranged in recognition of the par-
ticular needs of furniture cabinetmakers, wood carvers,
carpenters, plumbers. locksmiths, architectural draftsmen, sculptors,
jewelers. chasers, painters on glass anal china, sign Painters. lithog-
raphers, bookbinders, printers, leather workers, upholsterers, paper-
hangers. interior decorators, textile handworkers, etc. The day or
full courses at an industrial art school are intended for the learners
and craftsmen of the art tract& who ran afford to devote one or two
years to drawing, technical studies, and workshop practice in the
appropriate department of the school. Hero- the aspiring artisan or
mechanic can study the scientific principles and. art rules of his
industry and cultivate ideas of grace and beauty Which can be com-
bined with utility so that his work may be scientifically planned, ex-
pertly designed..economically and skillfully executed, and artistically
as well-as mechanically. adapted to the utilitarian purpose intended.
This instruction in technics and applied art provided r the crafts-
men in practically every:GCrunan city of industrial portance has

frtr

exercised gliibnfluence not only in increasing the efficiency of the
skilled work ut in stimulating- their inventive faculties. This is
deinonstrat d by the lavisliTisplay of countless beautiful conceptions
of industri lart in store windows everywhere in Germany; and thou-
sands of NV olesale buyers from other parts of Europe andAtuerics
come every y to lay in a stock of artistic wares and latest holiday
.goods.of German. manufacture.

104.2VrWtaL4
.,
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MECHANICS' EVENING SCHOOLS.

The evening and Sunday schools fur mechanics Occupy an im-
portant position in the German industrial school system. In every
community there are men of narrow means who can not afford to
leave their work (luring the daytime or 4nd several years in a
special trade school, industrial art school, or school of technorogy.
Those who'have a natural aptitude for the vpcation which they have
undertaken require only limited instruction in the science, art, and
technics of the Particular trade in order to develop into master
craftsmen and fit themselves for the duties of foremen and iither
positions of direction and responsibility in industrial undertakings.
Thus. in order to enable artisans and mechanics employed during the
day to improve themselves in their respective trades, neatly every
German city has organized, in connection with the industrial art
school, trade classes for attendance, weekday evec.ings and Sunday
mornings. These trade classes constitute the mechanics' schodl.

In .addition to the organization of such mechanics' schools by the
municipalities, trade guilds, ior industrial associations, the Prussian
administration of commerce and industry has succeeded Inv making
the expensive equipment, of the special trade schools serviceable to a
wider circle of workers by establishing evening courses for'the volun-
tary attendance of Ambitious mechanics working at the particular
trade taught in the school. Such special courses (Sondeekurse) have
been arranged for machinists in the higher school for machinists
and shipbuilders in Kiel, in the clitikhined school for machinists in
Cologne, and in the trade schools at Remscheid and Siegen; for -gun-
Smiths, in the industrial continuation school at Suhl; foritik workers,
in Siegen; and for plumbers in Gleiwitz. Special courses have also
been arranged for locomotive. engineers in Dortmund, Altona, Posen,
Elberfeld-Barmen, Magdeburg, Stettin, and Schneidemuehl.

In arranging the program of instruction in the industrial art and
mechanics' schools, the tendency is now estitcially to:enlarge and
cultivate the trade classes which are more closely related to the dis-
tinctive industries of the particular locality, even though it may
result in stinting the other trade classes. This tendency is especially
noticeable in connection with the school workshops (Lehrwerk-
stiitte), where specialization in certain branches

the

mechanics and
'industrial art is on the increase. For exnraple, the mechaniCs and
industrial art school inl3arinlio pays patIrcitlar attention to cabinet-
making and the lithographic industries; the school in Elbetfeld to
metal working.and bookbinding.; that in Dusseldorf to the building
trades ,and landscape gardening; in Erfurt to.shoemaking, printing,
lithography, bookbinding, and cabinetmaking.

In man German cities the industrial art school and the mechanics'
acho61 a"mbined in one institution, and the courses are frequently
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conducted in the same rooms and by the same instructors so as to
avoid duplication in facilities and equipment.

ADMISSION AND COURSES OF I NSTRUCTION

While both the industrial art school and the mechanics' school Pro -,
vide instruction in drawing, mathematics. modeling, and shop' prac-
tice in the handling of tools and materials, the practical work is not
intended as a substitute for actual apprenticeship in a. trade. The
object of the school work is rather to make up for the deficiencies of
such apprenticeship in theoreticabeteclenieal, and art culture; ti, ac-
quaint the students with the latest discoveries and ihventions in their
respective trades: and to keep them fresh and up to date in all their
methods. As a matter of fact, admission to full courses in Most of
the industrial art and mechanics' schools of- Germany is dependent
upon previous practical employment in the industry in which the
student desires to perfect himself. The required length of experi-
ence varies from a few months to several years. wording to the
difficulty of the trade and the grade and character of work offered in
the school. For foil or day students the entrance requirements are
metre strict than for the evening !old casual students.

The Prussian minister of commerce and industry iasned a decree in
1912 recommending that in future the industrial art and mechanics'
schools, excepting those which hise already adopted identical-or more
far-reaching requirements, should in general admit as full students
only those who have had as a foundation at least two years' practice
in the particular industry. The admission as full students of those
wlio are unable to show _compliance with this requirement is to be
-dependent upon the. decision of the director.of the school with the
approval of the board of trUstees or upon the permission of the latter
body alone. This governmental decree refers only to the students
talfiwg a full course in one of the artistic crafts; that is, those who
devote, themselves exclusively for several years to an industrial art
and technical course. It does not concern the evening and occasional
hour students, namely, those who are employed at their respective
trades tiring the day and attend one of the classes for >l few hours
a weer .

The above decree will make no change, however, in, the require-
ments of admission to the majority of the industrial art schools in
Prnssla, because the completion of an actual apprenticeship has al-
ready been established by many of these schools as a condition prece-.
dent toentering- as full-course student. In some of the municipal

...industrial art school; an averagof three yea.rs' plevioas .actual em-
ployment at -trade is required, on the principle that the more
Practical experience a student hat; had in the trade the better the
prospect. pf aitiecess from attendance, at sueh a wheat, The .strict
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carrying out of this requirement, however, would by, its very rigor
have lead to the injury of many branches of industry and' driven.
large nnmbers of talented boys with a good common- school education
into the arms of the seductively advertised, but usually expensive and
ansatisfactory, private trade schools, to whose proprietors the oppor-
tunity for profit is naturally 4 much more important consideration
than the individual interest of the students. Consequently, in many
indostrial art schools a large number of exceptions are made to the
geperal rule. Thus, the mechanics and industrial art school at
Erfurt allows exceptions. in the following cases, viz:

(1) Those insthe freehand drawing crafts for advertisement and
illustration work, book ornamenting, embroidery, etc.;

(2) Artisans in trades where work is practically suspended in
Winter ;

(3) Apprentices who under their contracts of employment are
required to work V the master only in summer and are permitted
in the winter to pursue a special school training;

(4) Young. people who offer graduation from the common schools
are delayed in entering a suitable apprenticeship and wish to utilize
the waiting time in a trade preparatory course;

(5) Learners of art handicrafts whose state of health prevents
them from trivino. all or part of their time to actual apprenticeship

e.
or factory work, and hence for their vocational education, are de-
pendent upon the industrial art school; and

(6) Preapprenticeship.students or. those who require certain tech-
lical and art instruction to ()repave them for entrance into the par-
ticular trade or industry. as efficient beginners.

To the above classes of exceptions to the _general rule requiring
previous practical employment at the trade as a condition of en-
trance to an industrial art school should be added the'professional
teachers swho desire to get the necessary training to equip them to
gixe instruction in drawing, etc., as well as ladies who wish to develop
theili!alents fox-household decoration and artistic handwork.

3. SPECIAL TRADE SCHOOLS.

TRADE SC I IOOLS AS A SUBSTITUTR, FOR 'WE N TICES I I I P.

Special schools exist in Germany for almost every trade known
to the industrial worlds.' It should be borne in mind, howeverctItat
the Germans do not believe in the plan of teaching trades wholly in
the schools except when the conditions in a particular industry are
such that the necessary training Of tilhearners can not be provided.
This is peculiarly the cage in the textile industry, where the netes-
sity. for speciabteChnicalmlinowledge and the acquisition of high skill
in handwork as well as in the operation of the Complicated ma-

.

..
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chinery of the. trades, led to the establishment of special schools for.-
spinning, weaving. knitting, ropemaking, dyeing, finishing, ribbon
and lace making. embroidering, etc. Even in many of these schools .

a requirement for admission is previous practical employment in a
textile factory. Othex important institutions which substitute school *

for apprenticeship training in -whole or in part are the special
schools for the metal trades (gewerblihe Fa'chschulen ..fiir Metall-
Industrie) in trie.,Prussia cities-4g Sclrmalkidden, Siegen, Iserlohn,
and Itenischeid;.the school for coppersmiths at IIanover; the tanning..
school at Freiberg. Saxony ; the school' forelock and watchmaking

.

at Flirt wangen in Baden; the schools0 for basket making at Litchten-
fels, Pir lavaria, and Ileinsberg. in Prussia; (lie schools for straw
plaiting i the Odenwald 'and Black Forest. and in Saxony; and the

k

schools for pot t ery and for wood workers in va riouNpart a of Ger-
many. .... .

liesitles the incompleteness of 16 practieal. training which the
learners in.many (rinks would receive if dependent upon the trade
schoolst there. are certain economical disadvantages in the genera]
substitution of special trade schools for apprenticeship, such as the
tremendous expense to the State of providing. adequately- equipped*
workshops (estimated in Prussia at itl(K) to $12:, per year for each -..

student ) , the corresponding cost to the parents of support ing the
boys' during the period of instruction. now to. a large extent borne
by the employers'to whom.t hey are apprenticed, and the enormous

--loss to industry that would result from the absence of- apprentice-
sill)) labor.

courisEs or ixs-ruicrt.
The regulations governing admission to the industrial art schools

and meehanies' evening schools by(' no application to the special
trade schools. which fix their own entrance requirements according
to the sthmlurd of the school had the conditions in the respective
industry. If it be a trade preparatory School: or a trade school aim-
ing to take the phi( of apprenticeship in -whole or in part, then the
only condition ptecedent k) entrance is in writ cases completion of
the eight years'.course iii the, coalition schools (Volkischulen). If,

.howevpr, it be-an advanced trade school designed nqt to replace but to
stipple neat the learning of the trade under the apprenticeshix sys-
tem, then admission may be confined to those' who have alrentl'had
one or two years' practical experience in the particular industry, or
even to those who have passed. through the period of apprenticeship
and become journeymen,,, While attendance .tit an industrial art
school, school for mechanics, or elementary trade school will in some
German States relieye one 'of the obligation to attend the 'industrial.
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continuation school (gewerbliche Fortbildungs-Schg) for the cor-
responding period, the special trade schooLs, as a general rule, can be
entered only after completion of the continuation school course or'of
equivalent instruction. The motive is to insure proper maturity of
mind in the learning of a difficult trade.

The curriculum of the typical German special trade school for
the highly skilled crafts may be divided into three general parts:
First, theoretical or technical instruction; secdod, busine&s teaching;

fend third, practical manual training. In the theoretical or technical
course the most important .studies are drawing, mathematics, and
industrial art. In the hitter course the most time and attention is

,8:}devoted to-drawing, not only on accountof its practical application
to the trade taught, but because it trains the mind and eye, cultivates
the sense of proportion and mechanical correctness. and develops a
taste for the harmonious and artistic. The course in arithmetic is
chiefly devoted to technical calculations incidental to the special trade
taught in the school ; and in geometry. to the practical application of
geometrical relations. The purpose of the business teaching is to

; prepare the student for the practical conduct of the business of his
trade. He is therefore taught the principles of production and con-
sumptiondoenputation of cost and fixing of prices, the sources of raw
material<`a-vailable markets, the method of bookkeeping most suit-
able to his trade. and the important laws and regulations governing
the conduct. of the particular trade or industry. The practical
manual training is in the form of.Allop practice in the school itself
when the school is equipped with the necessary tools and machines,
or in the-imsociated factories or workshops of the locality. Where
the manual work is done inn the school, the instruction is generally
given by a master worEqan. who may be regularly engaged in the
industry itself or who at least has kept in touch with the modern
conduct of the trade.and the latest improvements in tools, machinery,

- and industrial processes. Thus by affording to factory artisans and
the journeymen of the trades the opportunity of learning the Use

. of the best machines and appliances, the 'most efficient time-saviogi
methods, the highest. type of manipulative skill, and the most efficicir
and economical indlistrhil processes,. there is 'a constant tendency to
evolve new:ideas and inventions, improve the work, and cheapen

1 the cost of production. Without the special trade schools/ ban/
.prentices would have made no progress beyond the industrial train-

.possible in 'an antiquated factory with out-of-date machinery or
old fashioned methods. As it is, the German craftsmen, with their
speoialised,,trade Ichool education; have had Much to do -with the
development of the splendidly equipped modern factories and other

,industrial establishments by means of which Germany in recent years
has become one of the leading exporting natiOnsi5f the World.
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liCHOOLS FOR BUILDERS AND WOODi0HHERS.1

The schoolt for builders, for the instruction of architects, masons,
and carpenters, wee among the earliest special trade schools to
develop in Germany. They sere first organized merely as depart- i
meets of drawing schools, industrial art, and continuation schools ;)
but during the past few decades the btiilding trades have become sot.
complicated in response to the demands of modern civic, social, and

*industrial life that it became necessary to erect separate buildings
and establish more elaborate curriculums for the instruction of the
students.

By reason of the extensive timbered areas of Germany, such as
the Odenwald, Thuringian, and Black Forests, with their varieties
of excellent hard and soft woods, one of the most important and
prosperoth national industries has naturally been that of woodwork-
ing, including the manufacture of building materials, clocks, canes,
toys, woodeitware, and furniture, cabinetmaking, etc. The crafts-
men in wood, such as carpenters, turners, joiners, eabinetmakerS,
wood carvers, etc., prior to 1859 had to be satisfied with such theo-
retical and technical instruction as could be furnished by. the indus-
trial continuation schools, the industrial art schools, and the schools
for builders. In that year the first German school for woodworkers
was established at Berchtesgaden, in Baviiria. Similar schools
principally to meet the needs of the industries of cabinetmaking,
turning, and carving, were subsequently established in Oberammer:
gau, Furth, Bisehofsheini, Partenkirchen, Koetzting, and Neuham-
mer, in Bavalria, and Furtwatigen, in .Baden: Of the woodworking
schools in other parts of Germany the most prominent are the school
for carpenters at Berlin, the school for turners and woodcarvers at
Leipzig, and the school for cabinetmaking and wood carving at
Flensburg.

TEXTILE. SCHOOLS.

-The textile industry. is one of the greatest -in Germany, and as its
products are to a large extent disposed of in foreign markets the
continued prosperity of the industry is dependent upoh the ability
of the manufacturers to hold their own against foreign competition.
The supremacy of the German industry in the past has largely
depended apon perfection of machinery and the skill and cheapness
of the labor. With the development-of textile manufacturing
abroad and the graditai increase in wages among skilled textile
workers gt home, the competitive power of the German industry is.
loicaming more and. more .dependent upon the skill and technical
training of its workers. Foreseeing the growing menace of foreign.

.1 for a more detailed deseriptlea of itebools for builders, ape s. 41.
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competition, especially in countries like the United States, with
plenty of capital and available raw materials, it was natural that
the manufacturers and associations of the textile industry should
foster the development of schools to educate and train skilled workers
for the most difficult and artistic grades of work. This movement
toward a more artistic and technical training of the textile workers
has also received the moral and financial support of the governing
authorities of the municipalities in which the industries flourish and.
also of the respective German States.

The schools for hand spinning were the original textile schools in
Germany. These were. gradually supplanted in the middle of the
nineteenth century by the hand weaving schools, most of which were
later transformed into' schools for machine weaving. In the latter
schools the instruction at first was chiefly confined to theoretical
work in designing and patterning: but with the progress in the tech-

' nics of the trades, the specialization in the industry, and the intense
competition. the opportunities for learning the textile trades thor-
oughly in the factories gradually decreased, so that. it became neces-
sary generally to substitute the school workshop for the appren-
ticeship system in the weaving industry. 'Therefore most of the
weaving schools are now equipped with machine looms, and much
attention is devoted to the mechanical technics of the trade.

With specialization in the textile industry has come specialization
in the organization of textile schools, so that now in many schools
the instruction is limited to the particular branch of the industry
which flourishes in the respective locality. The requirements of spe-
cial technical knowledge and high skill in handwork, together with
the difficulty in learning to handle the complicated machinery, were
the underlying causes of such specialization of textile education in
Germany. There are now in various parts of the enpire. especially
in Saxony and the lower Rhine country. special trade schools for
spinning, knitting. weaving, dyeing. finishing, ropemaking. lace,
fringe, and ribbon making. embroidering. etc.

The textile schools of Germany can also be divided into two gen-
eral classes,: Lower schools, which are intended to develop the skilled
artisan or master workman of the trade; and higher schools, which
aim to prepare the students, for managerial, supervising, and
portint technical positions in the factories. There are higher teat
tile schools for the different branches of the silk, cotton, woolen, and
linen industries, respectively, and for the making of lace, ribbons,
trimmings', etc. The work in these institutions is usually divided
into three parts: (1) Theoretical instructiotin the drawing and lec-
ture rooms; (2) 'experimental work iethe laboratories; and (8)
Manuel 'training in the school workshops. A requirement for ad,
mission to many '41.0ile schools is previous practical employment itt.

4011111.
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the appropriate textile factory. The Retinal tuition tees range from
$7 to $47 for Germans and $47 to $250 for 'foreigners. In Saxony
the textile schooLs also discriminate against residents of other parts
of the German Empire, and some schools exclutkL,f-eigners entirely.
Another expen:,' to the students is the cost of school supplies, such
as hooks and drawing materials. In several machine-knitting schools
the students also pay for the yarns they use, but have the privilege
of keeping or selling their own finished products: On the other
hand. some schools the products of the students and apply >e
proceeds to the purchase of raw materials. It is said. however, that
the Tractive of allowing the students to buy the raw fabric an( lis-
pose of the products of their individual skill has proved successful
in that it operates as a strong inducement to painstaking work and

-economical use of materials.

4. ENGINEERING AND SCIiNTIFIC SCHOOLS.

Er11.1NWAI, ENGIN EERING
1111'

The higher engineering schools provide a course of instruction for
those preparing to take positions as constructing and supervising
engineers in fhe larger. machine shops, educating them for the man-
agement of the very highest class of engineering enterprises, The
louver engineering schools, on the other hand, are intended rather
to train machinists for positions as foremen or superintendents in
the smaller machine shops, foundries, awl factories. The chosen
career and the capacity of the student will determine which class of
school he will attend. Each class of school in its course of instruc-
tion fulfills a different set of reqUirements for the efeient conduct
of foundries, machine shops, and other mechanical undertakings,
and both have immeasurably contributed to the wonderful develop-
Ment of the German steel and iron industry. The Prussian higher
engineering schools are located at Dortmund, Elberfeld, Kiel, Bres-
lau, Aix In Chapelle, Hagen,, Stettin, Cologne, Einbeck, Poseii, and
Altona; the lower engineering schools at Dortmund, Elberfeld, Han-
over, Glciwitz, Duisburg, Cologne, Ooerlitz, and Magdeburg. The
litter are also designated ag special schools for the metal industry,
because plumbers, locksmiths, brass founders,. and.other metal work-
ors can acquire at suchlThatitutions the higher technics of their trades,
and thus prepare themselves for the direction or management of
industrial undertakings in their special lines of work. Schools for
metallurgy (riiittenschulen) are sometimes connected with the me-
chanical engineering schools. Some of them have evening Classes
for machinists, locksmiths, tin. workprs, and other mtvhanieS of the-
metal trades who wish to study engineerrnirtir metallurgy ,or other-
wise gain the technical knowledge necessary to advance.themselves..
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It is from the mechanical engineering schools and the schools of
technology and not from the technical colleges that the German
manufacturing industries draw the great majority of their construct-
ing and supervising engineers, factory managers, and shop superin-
tendents. Among engineering and manufacturing concerns it is the
preponderating opinion that the course at the technical colleges takes
up too much time and is of too theoretical and scientific a nature for
the training of mm who have to do with the practical management
of workmen and mechanical operations in foundries, machine shops,
and similar metal industries.

SCHOOL% Or TECILSOIAXIY.

AIM AND CHARACTER.

The Technikum, or school of technology, is an institution found
in many parts of Germany, where a number of trades, usually closely
related to each other, are taught together so as to admit of a duplica-
tion of courses, teachers, and equipment. By grouping together such
'correlated_ trades as electrical and mechanical engineering, draft-
ing, chemistry, mining and metallurgy, architecture, and the various
trades associated with building, good practical results have been
attained. Thus under a common organization the subjects of draw-
ing. physics, chemistry, and mathematics can be taught in the same
institution to students of different professions and trades. The
courses at a Technikum are frequently determined by the character
of tilt technical industries in the same locality, and at some of these
institutions arrabgetnents are made for giving the students practical
experience in the factories or workshops of the vicinity.

ORGANIZATION AND SCOPE.

An idea of the organization and scope of the German schools of
technology can be gathered from the following outline of the vari-
ous departments of a typical higher school of technology, namely,
the Thuringian Teclnikum at Ilmenau in the Grand Duchy of Saxe-
Weimar. This noted institution is under the direct supervision of
the grand-ducal government and is divided into three departments
as follows:

(1) The department of mechanical and electrical- engineers, which
has for its 'object the preparation of students for the practical re-
quirements of industry as constructors, mechanical superintendents,
and managing or directing owners of factories and other industrial
establishments. Within, the scope of this department is the- manui-
factitrenf steam engines, steam turbines, boilers, gas engines, water-
powr machines, Machine tools, transmission power plants, arms-
tutee, pnutpi, windlatees, motor vehicles, iron itridges, and roofs,

ryni,
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central heating plants, special machines for particular industries
like paper mills, spinning and weaving mills, sugar refineries, brew-
eries, gas works, etc., also the construction of dxnainos, electric cars,
and motors, electric apparatus, light and power plants.

(2) The department for machinists and electricians, the aim of
which is to prepare the students for intermediate.technical positions,
in construction offices, machine shops, and factories; also as inde-
pendent. managers of small machine or electrical plants and of busi-
nesses for the installation of light, heat, and water.

(3) The departm4nt for foremen, master machinists, machinery
erectors and mechanical draftsmen.. The object of this depart-
ment is the theoretical training of foremen, etc., in machine con-
struction and electrical work; of mast machinists for the mechan-
ical and electrical plants in shops a factories of every kind; of
proprietors of machine shops and repair plants; and of mechanical
draftsmen, fine mechanics, blacksmiths, locksmiths, turners, and
cabinetmakers who aim to better their technical. education.

FACILITIF.H FOR PRACTICAL WORK.

The association of German engineers has laid down the following
objective principles to guide the schools of technology in the prac-
tical training.of engineering and technical students:

(a) Acquirement of"a certain skill of hands.
(b) Knowledge of the materials and tools of machinery construc-

tion.
(e) The method of assembling the finished parts.
(d) Familiarity with the duties of engine. boiler, and machine

attendants.
(a) Understanding of the working conditions and methods in

well-ordered factory, also of the practical application of the indus-
trial laws and regulations concerned.

(f) earning proper methods of intercourse with the workers
In view of the inadequacy of school workshops as a substitute Thr

practical manufacturing experience in the training of a future en-
gineer, shop stperiutendent, or factory manager, the Thuringian
Technikum and other-schools of technology in Germany have made
arrangements which enable them to offer to the students facilities of
study and practical work at suitable factories in the same locality.
The industrial establishment-thus available to the students at the
technical sehoolin Ilmenau is a local factory for the construction of
machines, electrical apparatus, Bad mechanical specialties. 'There
opportunity is afforded far the application of theory to practice; for
the study of the factory equipment, the machine viols, mechanical
operations, and manufacturing methods; and for, the making of
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experiments so far as they do note interfere with the business opera-
tions of tli? factory. This practical training includes instruction
in the character and properties of the materials employed in machine
construction: the manipulation of the material in foundries. black-
smiths' and locksmiths' shops, turning and cabinetmaking shops;
and the function and use of the appropriate hand and machine tools.
In view of this opportunity to Mudy the operations of an establish-
ment of varied manufacture, tl.e sequence in the processes of produc-
tion, the economy of time, labor, and material, and ,the intercourse
with the workmen, it is apparent that the factory experience during
the student period has great advantages over the narrower scope and
less practical operations of a school workshop, upon which technical
students were formerly dependent.

At the higher schools of technology the tuition fees vary from 100
marks ($23.80) to 500 marks ($119) a year. At the lower schools of
technology the tuition fees are considerably less. These institutions
are all under State supervision and receive appropriations from
either the State or city in which they arc located or from both. The
examinations for graduation are regulated by Government commis-
sions. and diplomas are conferred.

(110s 1ISMULEN

The teelmictil coleges represent the most advanced grade of
indnstrial education in Germany-. To Ainericans unfamiliar with
the German nomenclature the term "Ilochsclu ule" (litedly "high
school") gives a false impression of the character of the school, as
it bears no similarity to an American high school either in rankor
curriculum. The German technical "-high school " is virtually a
scientific institution of the highest rank, and can only be compared
to the engineering and slientific departments of .some of the great,
American universities. It is really more advanced than most
of thelatter, in that the standard of admission is generally higher,
and research and experiment are carritd on by matures students and
along more original and far-reaching lines. The scientific training
and investigating spirit of these schools have made possible many
of the discoveries in .chemistry and electricity by which methods of
manufacture have been revolutionized, industrial processes cheap-
ened, natural resources conserved, the waste products of farm, mine,
and factory utilized in the production of valuable new commodities,
and the foreign trade of Germany thereby increased many millions
of dollars annually. At all of these institutions there arc depart-
ments for architecture, civil, electrical, and mechanical engineering,
chemistry,. and general science. At some of them there are certain
other depirtment.% such as shipbuilding and marine engineering
et: the Royal rchnicel ..1.1igh School hli4tizig; mining . and

r.
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metallurgy in Aix hi Chapelle; pharmacy in Brunswick, Stuttgart,
and Darmstadt naval architecture in Berlin: forestry in Karlsruhe;
agriculture in Munich; and a railway, post. and telegraph course
in Stuttgart. In the department of chemistry at the school in
Brunswick there are special courses for the study of foou tuffs. sugar,
and fernrents.
-In civil and electrical engineering. chemistry. and Von:in:icy,

mathematics and general science the technical colleges occupy an
indisputable position .in Germany. On the other hand different
investigators 'have expressed the opinion that for mechanical engi-
Peering, mining, and the building industry the courses at a technical
college are too theoretical and, owing to the length of time away
from practical work, tend to unfit the strident for the management of
workmen and the active direction 'if industrial enterprises. It is
claimed that outside of the field of chemistry and of civil and elec-
trical engineering, the great majority of engineering, managerial,
and tehincal positions in: he industries are filled by graduates
from the schools of mechanical engineering, foundry schools, mining
(1icols, schools of technology, schools for buildeys. and the more ad-

.vanceil special trade schools.

5. AUXILIARY EDUCATIONAL FACILITIES.

SCII(X11. WORKSHOPS (IA:11RM ElittriT.OTE) .

The school workshop is of course a part of every special trade
school. It is also connected in many cities with those classes in the
industrial art school and mechatrics' evening school which are or-
ganized for the better training of workmen in the -distinctive local-
industries. The sdrool workshop offers practical experience in the
pursuit of a trade, and is modeled after the shop, factory, or depart-
ment of theindustry for which the student is to be trained. During
(he past decade the great majority of industrial art and mechanics'
schools have also been equipped with workshops.

Among the employers of skilled haw, the guild~, and industrial
associations generally in Germany there was much hostility at first to
the idea of school workshops, because of the fear that the State in-
tended .to use them as a substitute for apkenticeship to master crafts-
men or to manufacturers. But this opposition is dying out as tire em-
ployers and gailds realize that tire object of these workshops is not to
supersede, but to supplement, .the process of learning under the
apprenticeship system. In the industrial art school the workshop
instruction is preparatory or supplementary to the practical experi-
ence of the artisan in learning or plying his trade, as the case may be.
In the mechanics' otning school it is complenientary to the daily
(asks of the journeyman at his trade.
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SCHOOL RAH IBITIONS.

Many of the continuation schools, industrial art and mechanics'
schools, and special trade schools once or twice a year liold local or
provincial exhibitions (Schulausstellungen) of the drawings, models,
patterns, and other work of the students. The main objects are to
stimulate competition among the students for the prizes, which are
frequently offered, and to show thepublic, especially the manufac-
turers and tradesmen, what is actually done in these schools that are
so closely bound up with the industrial welfare of the nation. The
opportunity to see the various specimens. of work produced under the
instruction of specially trained teachers and of leading experts
direct from the trades is of great valitelot only to the students
themselves, who can thus recognize the defects of their individual
work, but to the journeymen and master artisans who wish to keep
abreast of the progress in theory,technique, and art in their respective
trades. For the distribution of prizes a fund is usually created by
contributions of the State and municipality, and by the donations of
guilds, industrial associations, and private benefactors. In Erfurt,
for instance, 133 students of the industrial continuation school were
rewarded during the year 1911 with prizes consisting chiefly of tech-
nical books, working tools, cases, of mathematical instruments, and
small sums of money.

WORK M ASTER CO I' ItSEN.

The original chief purpose of the " workmaster courses" (Werk-
meisterkurse) was to afford independent or master mechanic:I, who
during their experience as apprentices and journeymen had had no
opportunity for technical and theoretical training, the kind of in-
struction that the present-day learner can get in the special trade
schools and industrial continuation schools. In the past decade, how-
ever, the courses of instruction have been somewhat altered to meet,
changed conditions. Almost everywhere now the master mechanics
constitute only 'about one-third of those attending the workmaster
courses, while the remainder are journeymen, most of them young
men who have received a certain amount of technical education in the
industrial continuation schools and' the mechanics', schools or special
trade schools, but after working at their trade for a while take sup-
plementary courses for the purpose of mastering th'ektuore diffictilt
prOblems of their trade and keeping informed on ha laiest improve-
ments and most modern methods. In all the Provinces of the King-
doin of Prussia, especially in the important industrial centers, there
have been established, mostly by chambers of trades (Itandwerks-
kammern), various workmaster courses of six to eight weeks dura-

.tionisopen to all mechanic', who can afford the. Erna .Workmaater
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courses are regularly held in different parts of Rrussia for cabinet-
makers, joiners, locksmiths, goldsmiths, silversmiths, carriage Wild-
ers, decorators, saddlers, and leather workers, bookbinders, painters,
paperhangers, building mechanics, watchmakers, plumbers, gas and
water installers, glaziers, wheelwrights, shoemakers, and tailors. The
theoretical part of the workmaster course generally. includes such

.studies as bookkeeping, business affairs and customs, trade practices,
banking, credit, contract estimating, and price calculation. The total
number of important workmaster courses in the year 191041 in
Prussia amounted to 164, and the participants 1,570, of whom 570
Were master mechanics and 1,000 journeymen. Besides, there were
not less than 1,210 small master courses with technical or theoretical
instruction for 28,984 artisans. Part of the expenses of these courses
is defrayed from State appropriations: the balance is assumed by the
students, guilds, and chambers of trades.

ENPERI 8110PS.

The experimental shop (Versuchsanstalt) or laboratory is an
important department of many of the large manufacturing estab-
lishments. By it facilities are provided for research, tests, and
experiments which help to solve the problems of the industry and
eventually result in the improvement of technical methods, the discov-
ery of new processes, and the inventimi of valuable commodities, all
of which constitute fresh sources of national trade and wealth. Lab-
oratories and experimental shops are also connected with the engi-
neering and scientific schools and the more advanced special trade
schools, and are intended to aid them in the practical elements of the
work. In the technica schools they are primarily for the applica-
tion of acquired knowledge to concrete objects, for research, experi-
ments, and inquiry into the unknown. This. experimental and re-
search work as carried on in factors' and technical school results in
numerous mechanical invention.s and imprmniients, scientific discov-
eries, new methods of utilizing the waste of farm, factory, and mine,
and the placing on the .market from time to time of new by-products
and other articles of commerce. Of the many important German in-
dustries developed by this laboratory work, those most familiar to
Americans are probably the manufacture of drugs, chemicals, benzol,
creosote, aniline dyes, and other coal-tar products. Germany's pres-
ent -unrivaled 'position in the manufacture and export of drugs and
chemicals is chiefly due to the thorough instruction and extensive
practical investigktion in the technical colleges and the continuation
of this study and experimenting- by chemistry and pharmacy grad-
uates in the splendidly equipped laboratories of the German chem.7..
ice factories.: _Thus theexperimental work of the scientific investr-

> . .
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gator cooperates With the enterprise of the manufacturer and the
technical ability of his workmen in the extension of Germany's indus-
tries and commerce.

6. VOCATIONAL SCHOOLS FOR GIRLS.

In the German common schools, which girls as well as boys are
compelled to attend until they reach the age of 14 or 15, the girls
receive needlework instruction in addition to the general studies.
In Germany, prior to 1860, continuation or part-time schools ex-
isted only for- boys, because the factory system bad not developed
to the extent of etnployinemany women, Aid. the domestic duties
were supposed to be learned at home. However, with the change in
the social relations brought about by the employment in the indus-
tries of such n large proportion of women with little or no oppor-
tunity to learn household duties at home, movements were started in
various parts of Germany for the establishment of industrial con-
tinuation schools for girls (Miidchen-Fortbildungsschulen). Natu-
rally, the course of instruction in these schools was chiefly confined
at first to domestic duties, such as sewing. darning, mending. tailor-
ing, cooking, baking, and serving. Subsequently. the course in
domestic science was broadened to include household economy and
hygiene and elementary training in the cart.rof children and the sick.
Of more recent growth are the special Wade schools for girls, in
which they are wholly or partly trained to be milliners, dressmakers,
hairdressers, art embroiderers, lace makers. and other textile band-
workers. Of these special trade institutions the most important are
the textile schools. The textile industries employ a large number of
women, who work alongside of the men in the making of suits,
underwear, gloves, stockings, lace, trimmings, and other textile
goods. Departments for women have been organized in some of the
lower tektile schools already existing, and in many localities, par-
ticularly in Saxony, special trade schools have been-established for
teaching girls hand lace making and other branches of textile
handwork.

The early domestic science and trade schools for girls were mostly
established by philanthropic associations and wOalthy manufacturers..
Subsequently, when their value and effectiveness in improving the
home and promoting the industrial welfare of the women were gen-
erally recognized, the municipal, district, and State authorities also
interested themselves in the movement, 'so that there are now in
Germany a large number of schools for the trulning of girls in com-
mercial and industrial pursuits as well as in domestic science. How-
eVer, it is generally recognized by the German educational authorities
that the most unsatisfactory featuro.in the organiiation of the girls'

..Centinuatien .achoola. has been the optional attendance, an,the schools
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thereby fail to reach those most in need of training, and the courses
and period of instruction have to be arranged to suit the wishes of
the students rather than to accomplish-te true purpose fdr which the
schools were established. Hence the agitation for the new law
recently passed by the Reichstag, requiring municipalities to extend
the industrial repilations for compulsory continuation-school attend-.
ance to include the female workers.

. .

Considering the activities of the housewife .i4 an occupation, the
leading educational authorities in Germany regard the training of
the girl in housekeeping as (lie principal aim of the industrial con-
tinuation school. Some observers go so far as to contend that instruc-
tion in the management of the home nrid. in the raising of children
is the absorbing task of the continuation school, and that every other
pursuit must give way before it. These people claiM that, as most-
girls within a short time leave their chosen occupations to get mar-
ried, the east of their vocational training is in the great majority 'of
eases practically lost to the industries. ITence, they contend the
course of instruction in the continuation schools for girls should be
restricted to practical domestic duties, together with improvement
in general education through enlargement of the knowledge acquired
in the common schools. The Royal Prussian Department of
lion:a Industry (Konigliches Preussische Landesgewerbeamt) holds

.11 different Opinion, however, as is evident from the following quota-
tion front its Administration Report for 1912 (p. 222) :

There remains now to consider whether the Instruction in domestic science
shall in all eases constitute lite only education:it matter of the continuation
school. Such n limitation would not be Justified. been use between the entrance
into industrial employment and marringe there is a considerable space of years
in which it would be unjust to exclude the girl from the vocutional instruction
rennired for the enhancement of her earning capacity. Moreover, not all marry;
many continue their vocati 0 aactivity during mrriege or takelt up again as

sitwidows or deserted wive. Aso numy girls marry' men who pursue the same
ocemmtion as their wives. The wiyea can then make use of their acquired
knowledge without pursuing n regular vocation. This refers .especlally to com-
mercial occupations. From the foregoing it follows that the continuation school '
should offer to working girls the opportunity for vocational as well as household
education, and the ditheult question is how best to accomplish this.
The solution is simplest for the unskilled working girl. Here the domestic -
science training can properly constitute by far the largest proportion of the
teaching matter. Through a particular sithject of instruction, which may per-
haps be defined as science of living (Lebenskundel. connections between occupa-
tion and home way be established. In this tray approxleately 100,000 unskilled.
working girls from the industries and 31,000 from commerce and trade Could''
be reached. The suggestion that the unskilled working girls should, by Infante:
tionln the continuation school, be trained for a skilled vocation goes beyond the
aim of a contInuntion school..,For this the few hours of instruction are intatf-
&lent. -Furthermore, In such cases it would be necessary to provideftstenalve
and expensive school workshops, which -neverthelesi can not stand as a complete. ,
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substitute for the netuni business workshops in whtrh the skilled workers are
regularly employed the entiFe dray., O the other hand. It is practicable ht such
a school to traju onskilled working girls for the °emulation of a honsemaid. For
thts, however, no special provisions are required in a continuation school in
which the domestic-science instruction preponderates.

Training in household duties is of so great importance to Ilse health and
increase of the Gentian people that It t dud its place in the contlanation
school. It Is also to be borne In mind that In classes for We i.iclusively female
voenlions fluid these' will be in the majority) any of the subjects of the
domestic-science course call 1w drIpcd If they are Incident to the vocation in
question. For CNIIMple. In many (lisps the reedittiork ean 'lie omitted. from
the course of instruerlon. If the establishment of compulsory domestic science
schools with full-day Instruction can not be thought of al the present Woe,
still the organization of such institutions with optional attendance is to be
desired. From the inqoulaity which the preset schools of this kind enjity,
it Is to be expected that the attend:owe will increase when the cianintisory
continuation sett/mitt are established tied attendance at the former topthmal
schools) relieves one of the obligation subseimently to attend the !alter. For
this reason many girls \mon grndnation from the common school would he
deterred from lutassliate Matra ace 1111011 an italustrhil pursuit, a Isnitponewent
wbih I4 to bewelcomed lit their own interest.' Naturally. the expenses fur the
girl students must he materially reduced SO far an prneI ienble. The e..tablish-
ment of schools with half-day 111'4111(11ml is recommended. whereby the girls
may spend their free time in earning mousy or at home in the portudt or
domestic *mei.

As most girls fAke industrial positions merely to bridge over tl
time between gradnation from the common schools, usually at e

age of 14, and marriage, the special trade sets s are s
rule, elementary institutions in which the training is chiefly manual.
as distinguished from the more advanced schools, such :Is the hi#ter
textile schools, in which the instruction is less manual and more
theoretical and technical. Since separation of the sexes is a distinc-
tive characteristic of the German educational system coeducation in
the conlinpntion and special trade schools has not made very rapid
progress, although it. is slid that in schools *here it has been tried
the presence of girls spurred the boys on to better work.

7. RELATION OF SCHOOLS TO NATIONAL INDUSTRY.

DEVELOPMENT TO MEET REQUIREMENTS OF DIFFERENT GRADES OF
WORKERS.

AN*

A distinguishing characteristic of the German industrial schools
is .their development to meet various conditions and requirements
in the industries for whose adviltsame nt they were -established.
Originally there were only two getterill grades: Lower industrial
schools, such as the continuation schools, mechanics schools, .and
the special -trade schools; and higher industrial school's, such as the
technical colleges for the education of chemiits, scientists, architects,
Civil, electrical, mining, and mechanical engineers, etc. It was
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found, however, that for many supervising positions involving the
practical management of workmen and the. superintendence of the-
chanical. operations, The instruction in the lower grade W/L4 inade-
quate-. and in the technical colleges too theoretical, expensive, and
time consuming for the majority of aspirants. To meet this de-
mand for a middle grade of industrial schools there were established .

the schools of technology (Technika), mechanical engineering
schools (Maschinenbauschulen), schools for builders (Baugewerk-
sallies). mining schools, schools of metallurgy (IIiittenschulen),
higher textile schools, navigation, shipbuilding and marine engineer-
ing schools, etc. . These middle Industrial schools, as a. general rule,
are equipped with workshops or have arrangements with appro-
priate local industries for practical -work by the student. The
school workshops are models of the factories or machine shops for
the technical management of which the.students are being trained;
end, as they usually- contain the most modern tools and machines
and are conducted along up-to-datelines lty practical instructors
direct froin the trades, the students are made familiar with the
technical and mechanical operation of the respective industries for
which they are preparing.

ADAPTATION OP St.' liool.5 TO 1,0CA I.

Another 'special feature of the German general and special trade
schools is. their adaptation to the needs of particular localities. The
general trade schools have their classes organized and courses of in-.
struction planned to meet the requirements of the industries which
11f0hrisl, in the locality in question. I( cabinetntakreg, metal work-
ing. or book publishing, for instance. are the principal industries of a
certain community. then special classes will be organized in the indus-
trial continuation school, industrial art school, and mechanics' eve-
ning school, for the &Grew woodworkhrg, metal working, and book-
making trades, respectively. in which the workmen of that locality
are chiefly employed.

The- special trade schools are located, as a general rule, in the
locality or region where flourish the f.)rticular branch of industry in
which the students are or will be employed. That the speciaAied
trade schools are so generally local in their organization and govern-

.ment is perfectly natural in view of the tendency of many industries
in_Gerteany .to concentrate in certain towns pr districts, so that the
steady employment atld etaterial welfare of the hehabittrnts of a par-
tienlar locality is ,often dependent upon a single inthigrry. 'For ex-
ample, in certain parts of"Thuringia local progperiry largely depends
upon the making of toys and dolls; in other places, upon the manu-
facture of glass, optical goods, and scientific instruments; in other
sections, upon the China and pottery industry.
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By establishing the school in proximity to the related industries
the institution is conveniently accessible to the workers, becomes re-
sponsive to the special requirements of the local manufacturers, and
can avail itself of tthe services of experts direct from the appropriate.
factory or workshop. On the other hand, the local industry is con-
tinually reenforced by technically trained recruits, thereby leading to
the frequent introduction of newinethods and, processes learned
through the scientific studies and experimental workof the trade
school. These reciprocal relations between the industrial schools and
factories in the same community or district tends to keep the local
industries in a progressive and flourishing condition and to counter-
act the movement toward concentration of manufacturing and popu-
lation in the big cities at the expense of the smaller cities and towns.

COoPER TloN ISETW1:IIN TEC II ICAL 5CI1001.5 .-cNI) RELATED I NOUSTRI).S.

The mechanical engineering schools, metallurgical schools, mining
schools, and schools of technology are generally located in the center
of industrial regions when' Machine shops, glass and metal foundries,
mines, or other related industries are accessible to the students for
such practical experience as they are required to have in conjunction
with the school work. For example, the famous Clausthal school for
miring is conveniently located.in one of the. greatest mining regions
in Germany, so that students in the practical preparatory course can
spend their mornings'in active work in some branch of the local mines
and their afternoons at the lectures designed to explain such actual
work in the industry. In the regular course one day a week is de-

'voted to excursions to neighboring mines and smelting works. This
plan of dividing the time between theoretical study in the lecture
rooms, experimental work in the laboratories;and practical execution
in the school workshops or neighboring industries is also pursued by
many of the techadogical and engineering schools.

PI hilt CONTROL AND NATIONAL COOPERATION.

Private industrial schools, or those organized and managed for
profit, are comparatively. are in Germany. The industrial continua-

L,.. tion schoors7-mechanics schools, and industrial art.schools Are, as a
rule, conducted by the local authorities in municipal buildings, the
State having certain rights of supervision and control where, as is
Usually the case in PrUssia, it shares with the municipality the ex-
penses of Operation.. The special, trade schools are either conducted
by, the municipidity or by the guilds' or other industrial associations
interested in the particular trade. taught. While schools conducted
by pr other trade associations may iraphae certain restrictions
es: o attendance, .they *tie considered -as public institutions because
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conducted in the interest of a local industry and not for the sake of
financial profit ; and they frequently receive appropriations from the
local or State goveinment upon condition of complying with certain
requirements for the benefit of the general publii.. The mechanical
engineering schools. schools for builders, and schools of technology,
although mostly State institut ions, are sometimes housed in municipal
longings or-receive other support from the communities in which
they ate located.

While conceding the advantages of a local administration of in-
dustrial schools which peculi-arly applied to distinctive local indus-
tries, national educators early recognized the necessity of moil uni-
formity in the educational systems throughout the Empire idiorder
that the schools cOuld more efficiently cooperate for the upbuilding
of German commerce and industry. In the effort to create analogous
systems of industrial schools the various State governments have
received invaltiable assistance from the national associations for.the'

.promotion of industrial education, such"as the German association
for continuation school affairs (Deutsche Verein fiir das Fort-
bildungsschillesenl. the association of German industrial school-
men ( Verband deutscher Gewerbeschulmiinner), and the German
association for commercial education (Deutsche Verband fiir das
kaufiniinnische Vnterrichtswesen). These national associatipns have
Branches in nearly all of the important .Gtrman cities, and frequent
local meetings are held to discuss school measures and reforms and to
hear lectures on appropriate subjects. In the five meetings held in
the fiscal year of 1911-12 by the Erfurt association for continuation
school affairs (Erfurter Verein fiir des .Fortbiklungsschulwesen) Ave
lectures were delivered : "Higher courses for bakers at the grain-
converting institution in Berlin ; " " The youth and apprentices' rec.-
reation home; " " The imperial insurance regulations; " " The Panama
Canal and its importance; " " The scheme of organization of the
trades in Germany." Among the topics that will be discussed by the
local association during the coming .winter are "Explaining sexual
matters in the continuation school," " Indust.rial bookkeeping," nrkl
"The practical preparation of continuation school teachers."
; As a result of the unifying influences above mentioned, there is now

systematic relation in general aims, rank, entrance requirements, and
cOurses of instruction in German industrial schools of the same kind.
Students of schools in one State are, under a system of mutual ac-
crediting, admitted to equivalent schools in othfr States of the
Empire. Another advantage is the similarity in nomenclature, which
facilitates discussion and reforni in school 'affairs The association -
of German enginiers, by its recommendations concerning currictilums,
entrance and gradhate requireinents, etc., has -exercised considerable
influence in establishing the high!standarda of the engineering and:.
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technological schools. In Prussia the reform, extension, and unity ak,
the textile schools have been largely brought about through the efforts
of an official organization, with headquarters in Berlin, styled the
Central Technical Bureau for the Textile industry. Its principal
duties are to make tours of inspection, to formulate instruction as to
curriculums, examinations, etc., for the textile schools of Prussia; to
advise the Prussian Minister of Commerce and Industry on matters
relating to textile education ; and to conditct mechanical and chemical
experiments in textile manufacture. As the prosperity of such a
large proportion of the German people is dependent upon the textile
industry, the value of a uniform and progressive system of textile
schools is incalculable.

UTILITY OF ART IN INDUSTRIAL MDUCATION.

The aim of industrial education- in Germany is not merely to teach
the craftsmen to produce that which is serviceable, durable, and me-
chanically correct, but also that which is artistic and in accordance
with goal taste. The existence in museums, churches, and elsewhere
of innumerable and varied art objects produced by the handicrafts-
men of the Middle-Ages before the introduction of machinery had
largely sacrificed art to utility; and the survival to this day of the
traditions, pride of vocation, and esthetics! standards of the medieval
craftsmen and of the powerful guilds into which they were organized
are important factors in the cultivation of the public. taste and in the
education of artisans in those trades of which the products may he
ornamental as well as useful. Iii spite of the introduction of ma-
chinery and the factory system, there is still opportunity for artistic
handwork in many of the trades, such as cabinetmaking, stone and
metal work, upfiolstery, leather-goods making, bookbinding, printing,
pottery, painting and interior decorating, shoemaking, and the van'-
ons branches 9f the textile industry. .

Through the utilization of art, old industries have from time to
time been revived as well as new industries created. An illustration
our this is seen in the clock industry of the Black Forest and the
Tyrol, which was at one time threatened with destruction by the com-
petition o machine -tbade clocks. Through the establishment of the
schools ;for woodworkers at Furtwangen and elsewhere in the for-
ested regions of. Germany, and the excellent art training received at
these institutions; the carved woodwork with which the clocks are
made iit those regions became so celebrated that the industry has
been able to holtrits own in the Ivprld's market. r

Not only the handicrafts, but the factory industries,, have received
ltivaluable aid from the technical and artistic education ol the work--
era,..made pam4bbi by the industrial art schools., The progro401
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German manufaCturers, as well as the leading public educators, fore-
seeing that the export of low-priced ordinary goods would grad-.
wally diminish as other countries with sufficient natural' resources
and capital establish competing industries, have endeavored to im-
prove the artistic and technical capacity of the. factory workers.
Therefore they have encouraged the establishment of special courses
in industrial art and trade schools, so that factory mechanics could
re etive the proper technical and art education suitable for their
rrspeetive trades: develop their taste and ingenuity: learn the use
of the latest machines, tools, and appliances; and acquire new ideas
capable of practical application in the factory for improving the
standard prbducts or for designing or preparing new specialties.
The German industries now impress the artist into their service-as
they have the inventor, technician, and scientific investigator.

An industrial art school under municipal or State control and
largely maintained by public funds is to be found-in nearly every
industrial city and town of Germany.- Of these popular instiiitias
the most celebrated are the Royal School of Industrial Art at
Institute of the Industrial Art Museum at Berlin, and the Royal
Academy of Graphic Arts and Bookmaking at. Leipzig.

SERVICE Or ticilooLs IN PRoMOTIN(I OF.R1IANY S EXPORT TRADE.

No single cause has contributed more to the industrial development
mniqfficiency of the German nation than the trade schools. Their
close connection with the associated industries and their vital im-
portanceportance to the well-being and prosterity of Germany, which Is so
largely dependent upon manufacturing for the employment of its
people, confirms the ttuth of the famous declaration of Bismarck,
that " Theadtion that ,has the schools has the future." While cheap
labor in certain German industries has in the past undoubtedly

.enabled their products to be marketed abroad in spite of high tariffs
and the competition of protected industries in..fur6ign countries. fhe
advantage formerly derived from such cheaper production is grad -

being eliminated by rising awes in Germany. necessitated by
the increasing cost of living and burden of taxation, by the world-
w i -owth of the factory system and the incidental pssing ofthe 1 workship and cottage industr, by the. substitution of
machiner_ for hand Tabor, and by the establishment in foreign coun-
tries of competing industries in many lines having the advantage
of cheaper and more plentiful raw materials. The inevitability of
these conditions has .been long recognized by the leading German

And public educators, as well as by the business organiia-- ,
tions, trade guilds, and exporting Manufacturers, all of wlioinhave.
been working together to overcome the patittal disaditantaget.under.:_:
whiCh Germany labors in internationnl-tradecompetitioiL
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France and Switzerland, the solution of the problem in Germany has
been kbeter scientific, artistic, and technical trainingof the workers,
with the object of raising the standard of German' products by the
introduction of more originality, skill, art, and economy into their
manufacture.

Owing to the technical advancement and the complicated mechan-
ical processes in many trades, there is neither time nor opportunity
for learners to get the 'required fundamental instruction in the
factory or workshop. Therefore the training for the manufacture of
high quality and artistic goods would not be possible without the
excellent system of industrial schools established in Germany during
the past half century. Germany's export trade is largely dependent
upon the efficiency, high standards, and progressiveness of her indus-
tries, for which these schools are indispensable. For example. the
imerous German textile schools where spinning. weaving. dyeing,
ribbon making, embroidering, race making, designing. etc.. are taught
have made the most efficient and artistic textile workers in the world ;

'so that the German fabrics of cotton, wool, linen. and silleiltave
high repntation everywhere and extensive sales even in those foreign
tharkets.whose own textile industries enjoy the important advantages
of a .protective tariff and of cheaper and more accessible raw
materials. As the profit on high grade and artistic products is
naturally much greater than on the low-grade goods, it can readily
be understood to what extent the vast and growing export trade and
the prosperity of the manufacturing industries is dependent upon
the highly skilled artisa and mechanics who have received technical.
and artistic as well as, in a any cases. practical training in the progres-
sive industrial schools of rmany.

No better proof of the mignificent development -and efficient con-
dition of the German manufacturing industries can be offered than
the fact that Germany is no longer a land of etnigrtlion, but a land -
of immigration, for the number of immigrants who have become
German subjects or permanent residents of the country has averaged
during the past 15 years 9,000 more annually than the emigrants.
Besides the Germans who return to their native land afteraectunu-
lifting a Fortune or-competence abroad, there are thousands of people
from other parts of Europe settle in Germany each year because
of the superior economic opportunities. t
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ORIGIN AND DEVELOPMENT.

The original school for builders in Germany was established atMunich in I20 as a private school with State and. city appropria-ilions, and reorganized ns a State institution in W23. Other schoolsof the same kind were organized from time to time in various partsof Germany; and a school for builders is now to be found in nearlyevery fleran city of 40.000 inhabitants or over. They were origi-nally organized as branches of drawing schools, of industrial artschools, of mechanics' evening schools. and of industrial continuationschools. In the first stage of development the studies were princi-pally confined to drawing and mathematics, as the purpose at that
time was merely' to provide carpenters, masons, and' other building
mechanics with the theoretical instruction that would enable them toplan. undertake. ,and multi& building operations under their ownmanagement. Subsequently, as the art of building took on more of
the.characterof a profession and less that of a mere trade, there wasadded to the curriculum of these schools instruction in the commonprinciples of architecture, in the mtiterials entering into construe-non, and in the methods of cost calculation. At first the teachers
were mostly master carpenters, master masons, and builderspracti-
cal men, who gave a few hours a week of their time to school in,'struction.

.
This modest arrangement was sufficient for the needs of. the earlypart of the nineteenth century; there were then few large buildingsoutside of churches and Government edifices, and the architectural

problems had not vet become complicated by the innumerable de-mands of modern social and industrial.life and the invention ofvarious mechanical -improvements and conveniences connected withbuildings and construction work. In.the latter part of the nineteenth
century, however, the use of iron, steel,"-a.nd concrete in above-ground
and underground construction, the increased height of businessbuildings, the new architectural and engineering problems connectedwith light, heat, ventilation,. elevatOr serj'ice, fireproofing,- the filo:.,tory system, department stores, hotels, flits;'nffico buildings, thew'
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.ters, etc., together with more complex policei. fire, and sanitary
laws and regulations, called for builders with more varied and
extensive training .of a professional nature than under the old,
system. Therefore, a anowledge of stone and brick masonry, car-
pentry, and simply architecture no longer sufficed for the making
of ti competent builder, and it was found necessary to establish inde-
pendent instilwions organized into various departments, with spe-
cial equipment for Each branch of the trade. Professional teachers,
many of them, however, with practical triining)ind experience, have
been substituted for practical builder- who merely taught 'evening
classes as a side issue: for such part time instruction was ho longer
Adequate for thOse who aspired to become iluiependent builders and
managers of construction opera'tions under modern conditions. In
addition to a common :school education and a certain length of time
spent'in practical building work, two to two and one-half years' in-
struction in a builders' school is now -considered necosary to qualify
one to practice the vocation of a builder or costructor for above-
ground or and mid construction.

In German huilding'-itqection. aithoritie.s pass upon the
qualifications of t re builder as well as upon the building plans and
designs. The builder must have a diploma or certificate that will
be recognized by the local authorities, to whom the plans and speci-
fications of a proposed construction undertaking must be submitted
for approval before the necessary building permit is-issued. Upon
completi of the work the building must be inspected and approved
by the roper expert officials before it can be occupied or used for
the pu 'pose intended. Thus the public authorities see to it that the
buildi g or other construction work is suitable for the object desig-
nate and complies with all the laws and regulations deiigned to

.Insure safe. and workmanlike construction, reasonable protection
against fire risks, proper sanitation of the premises, and the hygienic
and habitable condition of the interior. This preliminary inspec-
tion of the completed structure as well as of the building designs,
and the subsequent periodical inspection of buildings used for com-
mercial and industrial purposes, is conducted by experts MS() trained
in the German schools for builders or in the higher architectural or
engineering schools., . Thus the service of enforcing the building and
building-inspection regulations is taken entirely out of politics and
placed in the hands of expert officials, protected in the performance
of their duty by the strict civil-service laws of the German State
Or municipality.. Strict, impartial, and competent governmental
supervision and inspeCtion of buildings and building operations nat-

.)Lrslly- tend to exclude negligent4 sloffirily, And unsafe construction ;11k
tee,.th iia Gernuuty there are very, few .butiding accidents or .fires
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filet can properly be attributed to incompetent builders or to evasion
of the building regulations.' The building and building-inspection
laws are continually being amended to keep up with the March of
progress; and every reasonable precaution is taken, especially in the
building and inspection of factories, theaters, and similar structures,
to prevent disasters.

AIMS.

r The German building schools never aimed to supersede the archi-
teet urn! and engineering departments of the technical colleges. The
period of instruction in the former is only two and one-half years,
and the four years' course in the latter institutions naturally offers
more extensive and advanced work in the theory, art, and science of
architecture, engineering, and the materials of construction. For the
management of workmen and the active direction of construction
o aerations, however, it is claimed in Germany that the building
dux& and similar middle-grade technical institutions provide most

sa isfactorily.
The pm imnry objects of the German schools for builders, as now

constittited,..are as follows: .

(1) To provide those in the building industry who wish to edu-
cate themselves% for master builders or building contractors, espe-
cially carpenters and brick and stonemasons, with the opportunity
to acquire the theoretical knowledge and skill in drawing and de-
signing which are necessary for the independent pursuit of their
vocations.

(.2) To turn out engineers, draftsmen, and other technicians for
office and operating work in aboveground and underground con-
struction. . - .

13) To .prepare for the ritifegrade technical positions under the
Government, military, railroad, and municipal authorities.

.

.hiring the past few. decades. the building schools, starting as in-
stitutions for the higher technical education of building mechanic:1/4.
have really developed into middle-grade professional schools for the
turning out of l'irchit4ts and engineers in aboveground and under-
grinnio construction. Thus, the highest aim of the German schools
for builders is to enable those students with the necessary prePara-
tion and capacity to fit themselves for the exacting labors of a builder
or Contractor who is at the same time a-construction engineer.
.

.
ORGANIZATION,

In Prussia; except in the city of Berlin, he schools for builders are
State institutions, to which the cities in which they are, located also
contribute. The purpose .of organization nztder Stage laws is uni-

.
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formity .in organization, guarantee of State appropriations, and the
maintenance of a uniform high standard in entrance requirements, in
the appointment of teachers, in length and courses of instruction, and
in the tests and qualifications necessary to secure a diploma. Uni-
formity in organization, entrance requirements, curriculum, and
grade of work, was largely brought about in Prussia and other Ger-
man States by the recommendations of the Gov6rnment departments
of commerce and industry. State aid to a particular school being con-
tingent upon its efficiency and standardization. As a result of these
unifying influences, there is now systematic relation in general aims,
rank, entrance equireMents. and courses of instruction in German
schools for builders. Students of these schools in one State are,
tinder a system of mutual accrediting, admitted to similar schools in
other States of the Empire. The State building schools in Prussia
recognize in this way the schools for builders in Munich, Nuremberg,
Augsbulg, Regensburg. Wtirzlaig, Kaiserslautern, Dresden, Leipzig,
Platten, Zittau, Stuttgart, Karlsruhe, Ilamburg,, Bremen, Lubeck,

'Darmstadt, Gotha, Zerbst, Holzminden. Strassburg Chemnitz, Bin-
gen, Coburg. Ilildhugliausen. and W eimar.

Many of the German building schools started as private, guild, o'r
municipal institutions. but have been brought under State control by
means of State appropriations. which they could not receive without
having first accepted State supervision and regulation of their affairs.
Financial support is also received from the cities in which the respec-
tive schqols are located. The State having pregcribed the regulations
governing the erection, maintenance, improvement, and inspection of
buildings, it deemed perfectly logical, from the German standpoint,
for the State also to regulate the vocational education of those who
would be called upon either to carry out tis builders, engineers, and
contractors, or to enforce, as (;overnriient inspectors, the multitude of
intricate regulations relating to building location, height, materials,

.Anstaining power, light. bent, sanitation, crowding, harmony with
surroundings, adaptability to purpose, protection against fire and
accidents, industrial and residential restrictions, etc.

Many of the German building schools have also a department for
underground construction (Tiefbau) which comprises road building
and maintenance, bridge ..huilding, railway construction, irrigation,
water Supply, filtration, canalization, sewage disposal, conduit lay-
ing, street paving and cleaning, etc.

In the Prussian schools fur builders the course has been fixed at five
semesters. or halfyears. During the first three seMesters.fhe cur-
rieultim is the. same for the students in both underground construction
and aboveground construction. During the last two semesters, how-

. ever, each department has its Own special cokses of instruction.
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There is a class for each semester, the entering class being known as
the fifth. New students who wish to enter a class higher than the
fifth must present proofs of such knowledge and practice as are re-
quired in the preceding class or classes. For this purpose they have
to take an entrance examination and exhibit specimens of their draw-
ing and other practical work,

For building mechanics who can not spare the time or money to
attend a building school other opportunities for theoretical and tech-
nical instrintig.in their-respective trades are provided either by the
State or municipality. Those who have a natural aptitude for one of
the leidding trades require only limited instruction in the science,
art, and tech! of the particular trade i1i older to develop- into
master era ft. and fit themselves for the ditties of. foremen and
other positions of direction and responsibility in construction opera-
tions. With this object in view the Prtissian Administration of Com-
merce and,Industry has made the elaborate and expensive equipment
of the State building schools'.!erviteable to a wider circle of students
by establishing evening courses for the voluntary attendance of am-
bitious building mechanics. In German cities. having ni3 building
school the mechanics in question can attend the evening.tade classes
mechanics' ,,,,hools---which are generally organized in connection with
the local industrial art school.

While "the evening school for mechanics provides instruction in
drawing. mathematics, modeling. and shop. practice .in the handling
of tools and materials, the practical work is not intended as a substi-
tute for actual apprenticeship in a trade. The object of t-he school
work is rather to make np for the deficietries of such appreratett/hr
in theoretical, technical, and art culture; to acquaint. the students..
with the latest discoveries and inventions in their respectivetrades;
and to keep them fresh and up to date in Rll their methods. .

Of course, it is in the special schools; for builders that the students
receive the most thorough and practical training for architectural
and constructive Work, and it is chiefly to these excellent institutions
dint Germany owes, the host .of highly efficient building architects,
structural engineersomd master workmen who have built the roads,
streets. bridges, conduit and drainage systems, waterworks, industrial
plants, and other utility works, as well as the substantial, convenient,
'and dignified public and private buildings which ornament,the cities
of modern Germany: They have alsO furnished the railroad, mili,
tary, highway, and municiparauthorities with a large proportionsor
their construction engineers, technicians, superrisorsi and expert in-
spectors. In the architectural and engineering- professions the very
bighe8t positions are generally filled by gradtuftes of the celebrated
technical colleges: .
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ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS.

In a typical Prussian school for bailders the heruction usually
.Commences about the middle of October and terminates about. the
middle of March, with a Christmas vacation of two weeks. This is
called the winter semeqer. The summer semester lasts, as a rule,
from April 1 until the latter part of August. The hours of instruc-
tion are, generally, in summer from 7 to 12 and 3 to 7, and in winter
from 8 to1 and 3 to 7. To obtain admissiOn as a student into it
State school for builders in Prussia the applicant must be at least
16 years old; he must have completed the common-school course of
8 years; and he must have spent at least 12 months in the practical
pursuit of his trade as an apprentice or assistantto a master carpen-
ter, master mason, architect; structural engineer, or underground
Contractor. The applicants for admission are examined in ;drawing,
arithmetic, plane geometry. and German. In exceptional eases young
persons may be whinged who have but six months' practical work.
provided they obligati themselVes to get the other six months of
actual work at the trade before entering the fourth class. For those
who can not comply with the strict entrance requirements, special
preparatory classes (\Torii !asset') are provided. The object of severe
entrance requirements is to exclude students not qualified by educa-
tion, manual skill, and preparatory training for the exacting work .of
a builder or contractor under modern conditions.

COURSES AND SYSTEM OF INSTRUCTION.

In a Prussian school for builders the two and one-half years' course
is divided into five semesters, and there is one class for each semester
or half year, the new students, is a ride, entering the fifth class. It is
not necessary that the students attend the semesters consecutively. As
a mutter of fact, owing to the greater quantity of construction work
going on in summer than in winter, attendance at the winter :seines .
ters is much heavier than during the summer semester. The follow-
ing is an outline of the courses:

Fifth clesa.Gcrtnan; business seiore (written lessons in building tech-
nique and bustneas principles) ; almbra; plane,geometru; stercometry; natural
science (the lniportant common characteristics of bodies, volume and weight,
and the most important phases of chemistry with special reference to the
egience of building materials) ; science of projection; practical building (walls,
Wars, chimneys. archeS,'doors, and windows, floors in stone and wood, plaster-
fug, the simple elements othnildIng, wooden supports, balconies and interven-
ing ceilings and Maim, partition walls, the roofing. Prussian copings, etc.) ;
arskiteirs1 drawing; science of architecture; architectural kyles (exterior-
form of small, indepeudea buildings, purpose and nature of the architectural

.ruperstructure, distribution of the building substances, tombola and slap of the
openings, selection and treatment of the building materials, demonstrations with
Models and pictutes),; free-hand drawing; and modeling.

. i
. ,
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Fourth elasa. (hinuan; business science (exercises In business letters, re-ports, and emtlinates, the most important postal. telegraph, tetephone, and rail-

way regulations, contracts, dimuing procedure and eohipinints, dealings tochucks); arithmetic; algebra; tigommietry; stereometry; natural science
(Mechanics of solid liquid alai gaseous lio.gies, lights and shades, simple ma-
chines) ; science of building materials (natural alai artificial stones, concrete) ;mugee (4 prelirfrni 1111i(11; pimetical building (circular and cross vaults,
Bolletulan eoltings, roof construction of all kinds IA wood for middle arch
spans. rafters, slate. anti board rooting. Interior null exterios doors, wIndoWs,and shutters) ; architectural drawing; science of iirchilectare (laying out of
snmil country dwelling with appurtenances. ground-plan studies, general butid-
big :Ind building-Inspection regulatIonsparticularly those for rural eonunual-tiesI ; ochilectural styles; calculation and estimating,: free -hand drawing;
and modality.

Third class. German; business science and law (business letters, repOrts,
estimates, contracts. opening mud keeping the important books for n building
business, proviSions of the industrial regulations which are most important for
busioes4 mechanics and technicians, relations of the masters. Journeymen,
helpers, and apprentices, guild affairs, (lumbers of trades, industrial courts,
Sickness and accident Insurance. old-age and disability insurance) ; algt;bra;
geometry ; natur n! science ( the most important elements of magnetisnrsedelectricity) : NciPace of building materials ikon and related sulistanees); sunreying and keeling (adjustment and use of the most important instruments,
lognrithms, leveling and setting out the pious of a bulldingt; ~antics; practical
building tufwelling roofs in wood. various roof styles; scaffoldings, iron 'Connec-tions, girders nd columns, ceiling construction in Iron. stairs and steps. metal
anti prepared roofings, house eaves and spouts, etwritlees. hivestIgstllith of the-Rs'
building ground, foundation work, piling. caissons. and Offing wells) ; archi-
tectural drawing, NiCIIIN of itch ifretUre ( groiniditlan formation mid execution
of independent and onneeting city tints and one-family houses, barns, coach
houses. stables, tollhouses, building and building-InsPection. regulations for
mttilicipaofiesl: grepitectural styles; ex/hauling and bookkeeping; modeling.

In the curriculum of the third class i, also the so-called Samaritan
roa, se. which covers instruction in the human anatomy, the physical
injuries, ineawres of prtidence for the prevention of aceident4 in
building operations. first aid to the injured, the handling of injured
persons, and the treatment of Wounds, The lessons. in this valuable
course are illustrated by$ demAstrations.

Beginning with the second class the course's for aboveground and
underground construction are differentiated. The following cur-
riculum covers the last two semesters or classes for the department of- :
aboveground .construction

Secondclass.aerman; business science; mathematics; seienec of profeo-
hos: stalks; practical 'podding (doable windows. show windows, Inside shut-
ters, wall linings and ceilings, girders mud pillars, iron steps and stairs, roofs
of metal and gloss, skylights, balconies, bay windows 'and projections);
architectural drawing; saencc of architecture; designing (plans for city and
country dwellings, execution in every Qetnll, preparation of working drawings
for the more important constructions slid the architectural' detalls of the exte-,

..rior and Interior as well as a coat estimate) : architectural atfitea (development
of architectural styles. and .eiplankittow of their .c.haraeteristic marks,. With PAL.. . ,
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t Icahn. eonsideratioit of dwelling construction from Illustrations or photogiloolts
relative to the development of the style to suit the purisme. eonstraction, and
material. In connection wall this course, tsamtry and city !millings of his-
torical Value arc visited, sketched, and Me/M1114, and then worked out In the
class); free-hand dralring: and modeling.

first elfhol.kli-ience of projection; dillies; practical building (reviews and
explanations of the less(ms of the premling classes, particularly.relatie to solid
ceilings and concrete 1-mm1m-that. foundation banding; and we irk inlhontwolon
therewith) ; arehileetnral drawing; srlowe of nehlleeture (with spedal refer-
ence to heating, lighting. mid electrical 'dents. MA-814.11m water supply. and
removal of sewage); de:filming 114 hours' waaly I ; ach/fry/urn? styles; free-
hand drawing: estimating istatic cakitintions mid preporathIn of estimates
and HpecIncations I. ..--.-

In the'ditierent 1-lasses of the building schools the studies inson-
StrtIction 'and stele are taught by nteans of informal lectures appro-
priate to the.subject and suited to the understanding of the students.
The textbooks are generally subordinate to the matter dictated by the
instructors, -who strive to make the lessons as practical as _possible.
These lectures -are explained by means of blackboard sketches, which
the students copy into their notel»ks. In the general educational
and theoretical studies the instritc ii is Five!) in a similar thorough
manner in closest connection with he inactice,114 only so Inc as it
has importance for the future vocation of the students.

SCHOOL `EXPENSES.

The tuition fees in Getman schols for builderls vaty front 30 plarks
($7.14) to 100 marks ($23.80) a semester. 'The standing of the school
can not always be judged fromthe amount of the tuition feS, as some
schools are enabled to charge les;., through the adyantage of very

4iberal appropriatiOn from the cities in which they are located. For
example, at the Royal School for Builders in Munich, which is a State
institution with n large annual contribtu ion from the city, The
students enjoy the advantage of the minimum charge.. At the Build-
ers',8chool in Berlin, which is still it municipal institution withotk
State aid, the tuition fee 1.4 100 Marks ($23.80) a semester. At the ,

Royal School. for Builders in Erfurt, which is a typical' State insti-
tution organi2ed under the laws of Prussia, the fee is SO marks ($19)
a- semester. and hence 400 marks ($91) foe the full course of tw(and
ote-half years. In a Prussian school for builders a foreige student
that is, one who is not a German subject--must pay five times the
regular tuition fee. Each student must also pay each semester
pfennigs (19 cents) insurance premium, for which he is insured
against the consequences of all accidents that may happen- to him
during his school attendance in the roOmsOf the school or upon the
way to .sand froni-the school.. For this premium'the indemnities are
es ,folloWs: Death, $714; permanent . disability, "8,574; .ternporsry

. ,
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disability, 7 cents daily from the fourth da'y on. The insurance
also co\;ers participation iie. the modeling and surveying practices and
in the fire-brigade drills.

By joining: the society of architectural students for free medical
attention and paying $1.07 a semester, a student is entitled to free

-remedies and free hospital treatment within certain limit's.
Thti students usually have to sapply their own textbooks, writing .

and drawing materials, etc. They also pay their own expenses inci-
(kilt to the study excursions,- which average about $6 a semester. In
a. state school for builders in the average Prussian city (outside of
Berlin)-, a careful student's -total necessary expenses, including tui-. thm fee, boar lodging, textbooks, etc., will range from. $125 to $150
: semester school half year. In some German cities needy students
oin be exc d from the payment of tuition fees in whole or in part
if they have attended at leirst ono class with good success and ton-
ducted themselves blamelessly. There is also placed at the disposition
of it regularly organized Prtulsian school for builders a State appro-
priation from which are loaned to worthy and necessitous students:
half-yearly sums of $35.70. Students who can not afford to defray,
the expenses ofthe instruction trips may also receive assistante in a
iodest way out of the school funds.

17421"--13-4
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HT. PREPARATORY COURSES FOR MASTER CRAFTSMEN.

.1-1y GEORIM NICHOLAS IFFT, flailed States consul at Nuremberg:

Under the imperial German law_. f January 1, 1873, lioone may
sty1C himself a " master crnft1man " in any trade or craft who is not
Of the full age of 24 years and who has not successfully passed a mas-
tership examination as provided by law. Only such persons are ad-.
-noted to such examinations as have served a lawful apprenticeship
or attended an of trade school, successfully passed a journeyman's
examination, and been employed for at least three years as journey-
men workmen at their special trades. RI _Nuremberg the provisions
of the law are administered through the Chamber of Handicrafts or
Trades (Handwerkskammer). This bode recommends a board of ex-
aminers for appointment by the royal Government, and, subject to
the approval of the Government, prescribes rules and regulations for
the examinati,ons.date, place, 'fees, scope. etc.._ It also Provides for
special instructions, and practical school courses in preparation for
these examinations.

TI17-Riamber of handicrafts in Nuremberg is an official Gov-
ernment, corporation for the district of Middle -Franconia. Its
" preparatop courses for master craftsmen " are held, with The ex-
ception of the summer months. throughout the entire year in the
rooms of the chamber's headquarters in Nuremberg. Each rouse
consists of a minimum of 40 hours' instruction, held as a rule between
the hours of 7 mind 10 p. In., and under the direction of an expert in
the particular subject who is employed and paid by the chamber.
The instruction is mainly in industrial bookkeeping. pay rolls, cal-
culations and estimates, properties of materials, laws and forms in
regard to checks, drafts, exchange, etc., industrial law, and the iin
perialtinsurance laws. A fee of 5 Arks ($1.19) is charged for dach
came. Journeymen wollin living out of the city-are granted
reduced rates on the Gov eat railways to attend these courses.

During the year 1911 there were nine such preparatory courses for
master craftsmentwo special courses for the building trades,' two
for the book-printing, trade, and five mixed courses. Each course

.
extended over a .period of three months and was attended by from
28 to 38 persons, the total attendance being 276 for the nine courses.
The following are the subjects ..of instruction. for some of these

.150.
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courses, SectionAI being from the special course for the printing
trade:

L INDUSTRIAL ARITILICETIO, CALCULATION.,

1. Discussion or. the 11ook Printer's Wage Scale.
2. Determination of the cost of operating and general expenses tu typesoting.
3. Same in printing.
4. Computation of manuscript with strallibt page and with page interspersed

with cuts.
5. Calculation of "jobs" with straight and with mt.cel page.
Ii. Calculation of scientific and tabular works. newspapers. magazines, cola-loguea, prospectuses. stereotypes. electrotypes. zinc etchings, italftoties,

Job composition in all its branehea.
7. Calculation of the composition and printing of newspapers; illustra:lons;printing in colors; three and Pau- color minting; job printing. -

-8. Computation of siwcial kinds of Iirinting, such its negotiable piper. lotterytickets, envelopes, posters.
0. Computation of paper. waste, and folding.

10. Computation of distributing of sheets a inl binding.
11. Conilmtation of utachrue types tied robtry printing.

U. BOOKKEEPING.

1. Beginning the necessary business honks.
Opening inventory at establishment of business.

3. Booking of n business lasting two tpouths.
4. Closing the cashbook and ledger.
5. Final balance and adinstment of fluctuations In Inventory.
0. Recapitulation.

M. INDUSTRIAL AFFAIRS.

1. Legal relations of tradesmen with their laborers. The basic lairs; persons
concluding Maroc-is; contents of a valid work contntet; obligations of
employers and 'enudoyed resulting from a valid work contract; dissolution
of work contrail; consequeiCes of an Illegal dissolution of contract.

2. Appentices and examinations with particilar reference to the regulations
of the Middle Franconian Chamber of Handicrafts. Keeping and train;,,
hog of apprentices; withdrawal of permission; dissolution of apprentice-
ship; apprentice certificate as preliminary of permission to train npprett-
tices in a trade; training in mixed enterprises and related tnules: ream
lath:in of maximum number of apprentices; duration of apprenticeship;r examination for assistant workman; title of master and examination to
become ulster.

B. Taxation, especially industrial tax htwa.
4. Police regulations of Industry.
5. Law procedure, eapeclatly on the industrial courts law.

MIT, IMPERIAL INSURANCE LAW.
A. 8feknosi insurance.

1. Duty of Insuring.
2. Voluntary Insurance.
& Procedure in taking out Insurance

' 'the Book Printer's Wage Seale and the Brenton Boort-Printing Price Rates are thebaite sundae* In estimating booltprtaUslr Wort*
of
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4. Sickness tristgreaccContitmed.
4. Sick benefits.
5. Death payment.
0. Allsistance of family.
7. Usualltegulations.
& Kinds of sick funds: Local sick funds Ms! national tack funds: Indus-

trial and labor union sick funds.
0. Beginning and end of membership.

10. Notifica t ion.
11. Dues.
12. Criminal procedure.

B. Airiticni insuranee.
1. ScOpe and object of Insurance.
2. Membership.
3. Notification of industries.
4. Supervision.
5. Regulations for prevention of accidents: supervision of industries.
0. Responsibility.
7. Criminal procedure.

C. Invalid insurance and somirors' insaranie.
1. Dray of Insuring.
2. Voluntary insarnuce.
8. Wage classes.
4. Income to invalids.
5. Payments to survivors.
0. Care.
7. Expectation of life.
8. Computation of insurance payments: cessation ofpaymeitt.
11 Withdrawal of earnings; recleposit of earnings: cash settlement.

10. Proceditre In collecting dues-. Receipt card:, invalid dues: wrnagfally
paid dues: confiscation of dues.

11. Criminal procedure.

V.. LAW OF BILLS OF EXCELS'S&

Section 1, which is the special course for book printers. illustrates
the scope of the special courses offered in the various trades. Sec-
tions II to V are the general' or mixed courses and are applicable to

1 all trades. No attempt is made to offer during any single year spe-
cial courses in all the GO trades in which journeyman and mastership
examinations are held. The number of these special courses is, how-
ever, added to every year, and the attendance, especially of the mixed
or general courses, is steadily increasing.

Preparatory courses for inastfecreftsmen, either general courses or
courses for some special trade, are also given in the cities of Ansbach,
Burgbernheinr, .Weissenburg, Ounienhausen. Rothenberg, .1)inkels-
buehl, and Uffenheim, all in gitidleFranconia. These are mostly or-
ganized and financed br the local industrial associations, but in one
case by.a local guild and in another by the municipality, with the
approval of the chamber, of handicrafts and usually -some

:support from the chamber.'' efforts of .the chamber 'lie ,con-
4irected, toward, uniformity in the courses as given, at different
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points.' The expense of these cburses is trifling. Free quarters are
always provided, and in very many instances officers of the chamber,
association, or guild give their seirvices as instructors without charge,
or .the instructor of some. trade school is willing to give his services
for a merely nominal:compensation.

During the year 1911 the chamber of handicrafts also conducted
nine traveling- school courses in as_many dilTerent cities of the district.
These were also in each instance night schools, continuing over peri-
ods from 30 to 00 days. ithey were attended by from 20 to 38 per-..
sons each, and the average cost was about $85. In two cases the par-
ticipants paid small tuition fees, but in all others the entire expense
was paid by the State. Of these nine courses Six Were esliicially for

'woodworkers, two for the building trades, and one was a mixedcour.
The chamber of .handicrafts occupies the position of an executive

department of the State government, with broad and clearly defined
functions and 'authority. The local chamber ha n. president and a
vice president, a treasurer, and t we) associates presidentsmilo form the
directorate, and 25 regular members. Fi fteen.of the latter alv-etfosen
by the trade guilds and 10 by the various trad'e associations and'
other trade emydrations. These mu-t, all be master craftsmen; they
serve for six years. In addition the jour-
neymen, consisting of chairman, vice chairMan, and secretary,' and 8
members chosen by the guilds and'4 by -the trades associations and
other trade corporatjons. -These must all I2erj4urneymen .0orkmen;
they serve for three years.

The chamber of handicrafts, with the approval of the State goy- P*
eminent, enacts the regulations governing apprenticeship, the dura-
tion, hours of work, number of apprentices. etc.; conducts and estab-
lishes the rules, scope. etc.. of journeymen and mastership examine-
tions; oversees and directs the trade schools, as well as the guilds and
industrial associatimis; and in many other ways has a voice in govern-
ent, so far Is trade and induct rid' interests are concerned. Th

local chamber, for instal* hassa voke and vote in
t. The German handicraft and industrial congress.
2. The free association of Bavarian chambers of handicraft.
3. The control bureau of Industry. manufacture. and commerce at Munich.
4. The statistical council at Munich.
S. The water-preservation ocAicil iu Munich.
6. The committee for the advancement of industry of the State Industrial in-

stitute In Ntireniberg.
7.The.district committee of the Wittelsbath foundation.
8. The international aisociatiou for the bettelment of the middle Allek
I). Central union of German industrial associations.

70. Association of German extension schools.
11. The associated shelter homes Offiddle Franconia.
32 The association for the protection or the youth In Nuremberg.

s_.



MEISTERKURSE" AT FRANKFORT (NN THE `AIN.

By WILLIAM ilAwmom, Jr.. Vice Cana*/ General at 1.'runkfal7.

Courses for master artisans, or "Meisterkurse," were inaugurated
at Frankfort on the Main September 9, 1912. Similar cour4es were,
however, already in existence in the following Prussian cities:
Hannover, Posen, Cologne, Gum6innen, Dortmund, Magdeburg,

-'Breslau, and Stettin, as well as at Nuremberg, in Bavaria. It
planned to hold two r three series of, Meisterkurse a year at Frank-
fort, according to e necessit.ir.- of the artisans of 'the district.

ORGANIZATION.

The Meisterkurse at Frankfort. as in other TruKstan cities. are .

placed under the general itipervisio of the " Landesgewt.rbeamt
in Berlin, a body composed of members of sevral ministries, rep_
resentatives of the Prussian Lodtag. cities, coinmerce, and indus-
tries, artisans' organizations, and trade schools, and having for its
object., as the name " trade office " indicates, the supervision and
promotion of trade and industry.

The Meisterkurse at Frankfort ott,the Maine are under the imme-
diate supervision of a board of governors (kuratorinni)i (If eight
members, composed as follows: First and second mayors of Frank-
fort on the Main, one member of board t4, aldermen of Frankfort,-
on the Main, one member of elective city council of Frankfort on,
the Main, one member of the Government board (Prussian admin- .

istrativc anthorkieS) of the district with headquarters at Wies-
baden, a representative of the so-called "Bezirl:s-Verband" (a sort
of self-government board for the Wiesbaden district), a represents-
tive of the' Handwerkskammer of the Wiesbaden district, and the
director of the trade school of Frankfort on the Main, Owls sethe

4:same time director of the Meisterktirse.
'It will be seen that the central authorities exercise a certain con-

trol over the Meisterkurse through their representatives ,tit WioNt
.baden (Frankfort on the Main belonging to the Wiesbaden goverti746'
ment district) in addition t,O the supervisionOf the "Landeagewer-

I Sae p.
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beamt" at Berlin. Furthermore, local authorities, the " Bezirks-
Vet-band," and the chamber of artisans, and particularly the city
of Frankfurt on the Main, with four members, are represented on
.the board of governors, and thus supervise itlle courses to a certain'
extent.

The courses are inspected by officials of the Landesgewerbeamt
in Berlin. In his last inspectili the Berlin official was accompanied =

by a representative of the Government board at Wiesbaden, although-
this is not a necessary feature of the inspection.

The reletions between the :kleisterkurse and artisan organizations
are very close. The chamber of artisans is an officially recognized
body representing all classes of artisans throughout the entire dis-
trict. The director and board of :governors of the Meisterkurse
arc also in close touch with the different guilds of artisans,, which
are consulted with respect to organization and instruction and have
cooperated to a considerable .extent in furthering the courses. Re-
lations to industrial establishments. properly speaking, are not regu-
larly maintained, not ,coming within the scope of courses for-arti-
sans. however, in certain cases where students could derive benefit
from visits to factories, this has been included in the instruction.
The course for upholsterers included a visit to a large furniture
factory at Darmstadt. The joiners were Aloft a veneering plant
at Rodelheim and a large building concern with woodworking ma- -
chines, It is planned to conduct stildents taking the course for
locksmiths to Wetzlin7ere they will see iron in the process of
making.

While-the Meisterkurse' at Frankfort on the Main are held in the
trade school building and conducted by the director of the trade
school, both institutions are in reality separate and have separate
budgets. In some Prussian cities Meisterknrse are held quite inde-
pendently of any other schools, although in most instances there
exists the same relation between trade school, and Meisterkurse as at
Frankfort. The Meisterkurse form the last stage in the now well-
perfected system of technical training, which includes the common
schools, tr4de and continuation schools, and courses for Anaster
workmen. _

BUILDING AND EQUIPMENT.4
The Meisterkurse at Frankfort on the Main are held in the build-

ing'Of the Municipal Trade School. This is a remarkably, fine build-
ing, erected in 1911 at a cost of &bout $300,000.

Sit ..iiorkshops, one for each coursethat is, joiners, locksmiths,.
upholsterers, shoemakers, tailors,. and painters have been fitted
up in the trade -sehtektu. the exclusive use of the Meisterintrae.

workshops are planned to accommodate a master and 6 -to 10.
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assistants. They are equipped with the newest and most highly
perfected machines and apparatus required by artisans in the re-
spective trades. Machines are driven by electric motors. While a
detailed statement' is not available. the shop for joiners, with ap-
paratus, cost approximately $2.:)00, ,tad that for locksmiths 2.000.
The remaining- shops were less expensive.

The trade school library, including some 600Norks on technical
subjects, as welras a reading room with abour1,000 volumes. both
technical and general. are placed at the disposal of the students of
the Meisterkurse.

INSTRUCTION.

The Meisterkurse at Frankfort on the Main 'are divided into fiNe
full courses and one partial course. Full courses are offered for the
following handicrafts: Joiners, locksmiths, upholsterers, shoemakers,
and tailors. .. partial course is offered for painters and workers in
allied trades. The duration of the courses is as follows: Joiners.
8 weeks, with 54 hours per week ; locksmiths, 8 weeks, with 54 hours
per week; upholsterers. 8 weeks, with 54 hours per week; shoemakers,
6 weeks, with 54 hours per week; tailors. 6 weeks, with 54 hours per
week; panders, 8 weeks. with 22 hours per week.

The following are out lines of the courses front the official progra :

A. COURSE FOR JOINERS.

Full course. 54 hours per )veek, lasting 5. weeks: s subjects.
(1) Technical drawing. 20 hollni I WI' seek.
(a) Measuring and drawing parts of furniture from models: drawing furni-

ture from sketches; preparation of working HMIs HMIS of Nketching
designing.

(0) Measuring and drawing windows. doors for dm-clinics it wood
work, and, ceilings from models and sketches.

(e) Measuring and drawing stairs from models; valulating height and
width of steps and drawing stairs for given purposes: stenciling eaves of
string ideets4.

(2) Toolcittui machine tools. 2 hours per week.
Principal. power motors for small industry and their industrial Importance:

working expenses: organization and equipment of a Joiner's shop; tools and
machine tools: use of power trausmisslon and numbines with own motor lower:
nppllances and regulations for prevention of accidents.

(3) Raw materials. 2 'hours per week.
Means of detecting soma and unsound. trees ; cutting, nod drying tim-

ber; native and foreign lumber. eharneteristtes and uses for building and furni-
ture; destruction of wood through external agents and its prevention; peserve-
tiv accessory materialsAnothe -of-pearl, Ivory, glue, shellac, poll §b. metal
trimm

*(4) fit cork. 18 hours per week.
(a) Tanking furniture and parts with tools and machine tails from working

plans prepnredby students; veneering slid inlaying on straight. arched'. hollow,
and curved surfaces: fluishing; polishing. staining, varnishing. deadening.
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(b) Making and nulling in doors and windows with straight nud curved crow-bars; woodwork. and solid, veneered, decorated, and inlaid wooden ceilings.
(c) Making parts of a stairway in one-half ordinary size.
(5) Il(s)kkeepIng and business eorrespondence. 4 hours per week.
Original inventory; opening ledger: entering business transactions in cashand day IssdiS: supplen(entary books; pay roll; closing bulks and taking ac-count of stock. balance. profits; correspondence in connection with tawniest;transactions; elements of bills and notes.
(n) Arithmetic and estimates, 4 hours per week. .

l'sj of four first rules, with easy methods: figurPig percentage in connectionwith expenses. commissions. discounts, etc.: German measures and those ofluntherproecing vountries: reduced scale: oticulatIng surfaces and bodies;determining price of row materials: pr((1nctIve and nonproductive wages;general expenses; price estilnotes of j(MterH Products-
(7) Business law. a hours per week.
Industrial legislation status of artisans as regulated In 1S97; legal relations

of employer and employees; labor contracts; industrial courts; labor organiza-tions and cooperatives; imperial labor insurance laws; exchange. rental. andleases in common low; civil procedure for collection of debts and seizurerlogisLitlim voncerniug bills. notes. and checks.
(S) Instruction in first aid to injured. 1 hour per week.

B. COURSE FOR LOCKSMITHS.

Full course. :.4 Inure per week. lasting s weeks.
(I) Teclitd(a I drawing. 20 hours per week.
(f) Drawing principal building parts from models; working plans for?factory and dwelling windows, shop doors, show windows, sliding doors andwindows, fireproof doors. dumb waiters and simple freight elevators; phIlls and

calculationS for projecting windows, balemtles. gloss roots. with detniled draw-
ings based on computed thickness of Iron. nutaher and thickness of bolts andscrews; plans for simple and complex piping for ventilators. carriages of wnd-.ing and other stairways.

(I') Making patterns for metal trimmings. plates. rosettes. Illuudittatlugappfianes (bulbs, lanterns, rte.). parts of 'tenting apparatas; tracing window
gratings, toplIghts. doors. and gates aceording to given measurements and
sketches: drawing and modeling details based oil natural flowers and leaves.

4'2) Tools and inmhIne tools. 2 hours per week.
Principal it0Wer motors for. small industry and their industrial imporianee:

working expenses; organization and equipment of a locksmith's shop; tools
and machine tools; metal working: use of power tritnitlitIssion anal machines
with own tuotor power; appliances nud 'regulations for.Iirevention of accidents.

(3) Haw materials. 2 hours per week.
Pradation and properties of Iron; cast, wrought. Ingot. and wehkid iron and

steel; hardening WM; production, properties, and uses of copper, tin. Kim,
113111, nud altiminum, pure and in alloys; oxidation of metals audits prevention.

(4) Shopwork. 18 hours per week.
Practice in welding and piercing different kinds of iron; forging simple parts

end tools, such as wagon and door parts. bars, pincers, chisels; etc.; forging.
cutting, and ribbing leaves, welding together parts of festoons. etc.; forging
plateri,..rosettes,Aloor and furniture trimmings, etc., in Iron, copper. brass, and:bronie from patterns; forging flowers, Mares, and fruit from modelsand from imture, also gratings, brackets, Illuminating appliances, trimmings,
etc., front working plans prepared,in the course in technical .drawing; forging
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and ninths out of one piece heads and small .tygmais in iron. copper. brass,
and bronze from models made by students.

(5) Bookkeeping and business correspondence. 4 hours per week. .

(6) Arithmetic and estimates. 4. hours per week.
Use Of four first rules, with easy methods; figuring percentage in connection

with expenses, commissions. discounts. etc.: weights and measures; coat-v.11mi
rules; reduced scale; calculating surfaces. bodies., 'and weights; tielerminii)g
prices of raw materials: productive mid nonprishiette wages; general expenses;
price estimates of locksmiths' products.

(7) Business law, 3 hours per week.
IS) Instruction In first aid to Injured. 1 hour per week.

C. 00111111 FOR UPHOLSTERERS.

Full course, 114 hours per week, lasting S weeks.
(1) Technical drawing and ent4hig. 12 hours r week.
Measuring risans; drawing ground plan and plan for furnishing; di-swing'

anti cutting haugings according to measurements of doors and windows; lambre.
quint; measuring and drawing frames for upholstered furniture; pencil. ink,
and color designs for holiday decorating.

(2) Haw materials. 4 hours per week.
Anlinal and vegetable upholstering materials: leather, imitation leather. oil-

cloth. linoleum, and wall paperdifTerent grades and makes; woven omits and
their eoultiodent partsJute. hemp; flax, cotton, wool, silk artificial silk:
trimmings.

( ) Decorating. Ii hours per week.
('aria ins and draperies, festoons, window. and door decorative; holiday

declarations for houses and streetsflags, embleins, etc.according r5 sketches:
practice ou crank embroidering machines; making latubrequins according to
designs prepared in course In drawing.

(4) Shopwork, IS hours per week.
Making horsehair, wool. and tiler mattresses. cushions, spring frames, elde.

armchair, chaise longue, divall. drawing-room elmlr, and leather furniture;
use of tools and machines.

(5) Bookkeeping and business correspondence, 4' hours per week
(6) .rithmetic and estimates, 4 hours per week.
Review of four first rules, with easy methods; figuring pervert calculating

surfaces and materials: profitable division of materials for hangings, awnings,
etc., anti estimates; computing cost of materials, wages, general expenses, and
prices of upholstered furniture. decorating, and °ther upholsterer's work.

(7) Business law, 3 hours per week.

D. 00171111; You snorslutzus.

Full course. 54 boors per week, lasting (I weeks. -

(1) Technical drawing, pittern making and cutting, taking tneksure, 'and
preparing lasts: 85 hours per week during the first 3 weeks.

Drawing uppers for string, button, and shoes with elastic sides, hunting and
tourist boots, button and low shoes with elastic sides, top and riding hoots;
cutting patterns for the above; advantageous division and use of different kinds,
of leather and linings; taking measure. ontlinesand footprint; calculatiag.ele-

. vation and heel angle from measurements and sketches for making lasts.
(2) MoMing feet for hint, 2 hours per week.
Prudes is molding feet and making' Waster molds.

ithipwok, i7 bourt per Wink during the IAA 8 weeks. .
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Cutting. scraping, betallag, and fitting uppers; instruction in use and prep-
straiten of different kinds of eatber; slipiiers, etc.; sews heels, cork edges, etc.;
making different kinds of shoes for normal. misshapen. and crippled feet.

(4) Malerh.ls, 2 hours per week.
Different sole louthorm and tanning methods. upper leather; cow, horse: boxcalf, chevreaux, shniiny, trockshin, morocco, leather for linings, patent leather;

upper cloths, plush, :asting, satin; linings. line, and cotton; accessories, includ-
ing; rubber, twine. thread. -silk. Nati:tiers, ornamental trimmings; grease, oil,
fanning and dyeing products.

Ird Itoolikerping :11.1 I rsiness cnrr y ondenre, tl hours per week.
(11 ArIthlimtic and estimates. 4 hours per Ireek.
Review of four first rules; figuring percent,,ge to connection with expenses,

conunissions, disconntg, etc ruts ltaliiog surfaves; estimating sell tag price of
shoes according 10 (led of row materials. wages. general VNIN'INa and profits..

(71 Itusines :t hours per ;eel:.
(S) Analonly. 2 11:,111s1,01* Week the that 3 weeks.
Cnerui lust ruction witeeruing structure of human la sly, espechilly bones

and articuililiolls or the tower extremities; nurtnal 411H1 uolssuulen feet and toes.

E. 00nitsE FOR TAILORS.

Full cours. (yours per week, lastink It weeks.
(1) Tahnleal drawing, 12 hours per weelfaluring the 1114,1 3 weeks.
instruction and practIm In preparing drawings ofmen's clothes.
(2) 'nuking measure, drawing patterns. sad cutting. nonrsper week dur-ing the 41rst 8 WCVliS,
Practice in taking measure; making patterns for vestK, coats. nvIro-ing coats, dinner coats, evening dress, sporting clothes, uniforms; patterns for

normal and misshapen bodies.
(8) Raw materials. 2 hours per week.
Tailor's Cloths and their nuinnfneture; different kinds of textile rubrics;

weaving processes and common imperfections; finishing; principal textile dis-tricts; yarn; thread; tape: braid; use of tailor's cloths, including cotton. linen,canted, S id worsted woolen. and silk ; velvet and ribbons.'
(4) Shopwork. 39 hours Qer week (luring the last 3 weeks.
eutting.:lesting. altering, smut making trousers, vests, jackets, coats. frock

coats, dinner coats, etc.. nceording to gives measurement's; advantagosis divi-sion end cutting of materials.
(5) Bookkeeping and business chrresimmlence. Il Maws per wts.k.
(6) Arithmetic aniresliinales, 4 hours per week.
Review of four first rules; figuring percents q, in Conneidlon artith expenses,

oclunissions, 'discounts. etc.; Zlerinan and Huglioli unit so reA ; (%4IniatIng oell
lug' prices of men's clothing from cost of materials, wages, and. general el-.
Reuses, with profits.

(7) Business law, 3 hours per'week.
(8) Anatoray,,2 hones per week during the first 8weeks.

4r, de ii FOR rairrraz
Dsooratbra sad ifstias tiaantera, Wkiteradbsra, gigs Patatoca, sad Varablbsse.

era ill roust*, 22 hours per week, lasting 8 weeks. with 6 =Wets:
(1),Dreiving and painting. 10 hours per week..
The instruction varies agiprdiug to the profess:on of-the attulents1 (a) For'

decorative and house palhters: Drawing and painting natural forms (flow-
ers, isms, _fruit) used in decorative Painting; drawing and cutting stenciler
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(b) For whitewashers; Vractiee In all kiwis of latest technical methods; imi-
tating cloth; staining woods, etc (c) For sign painters and varnishers; Draw-
ing and painting letters and objects used in sign painting; gilding and bronzing.

(2) Composition and coloring, 2 hours per peek.
Lectures on different historical stylesIlittserated with lantern slides; sketch:

lag; elements of color. harmony.
(3) Technical course (Fachk le), 2 hours per week. -
Calculating surfaces and outer surfaces of bodies; measuring interiors and

facades; interfot 11ad exterior decoration and materials osed;
building regulations.

(4) Niaterfals. 4 hours per week.
. Natural ..eart44 and 111111enll C111011i.: natural organic colors, animal and vege-
table; binding mediums; additerations and their detect lon: effect of external
intinenees on colors. --

(5) Bookkeeping null estimates, 4 hours per week.
Simple bookkeeping, inventory. cashbook. daybook, ledger; entering a month's

business transactions. closing with .a statement of profits: estinutting prices
from materials. wages, general PXIWIISPS and profits.

. . Hours of instruction arc front S to .12 and front to 7, except for
painters 'and allied trade's. This course is given on certain after -
noons and evenings. Artisans taking these courses arc expected to
give up temporarily the practice of their trade. Regular attendance
is required of all students. Machines, drawing and other aparatus,
tools, and materials are furnished free of charge.

The-finished products are the property of the Meisterkurse, although
ithe students- so desire they can be kept against reimbursement of
cost of raw materials. Some of the products will be used. to furnish
the trade school.. It is probable- that products not otherwise disposed',
of will !w sold to artisans at low prices, enabling them to resell them
at a profit to customers, although this 'Mint his not yet. been settled.
This Avonld have the advantage of obviating any competition between
Meisterkurse and artisans.

No diploma is granted students. In case it i8 desired, a certificate
. is issued to the effect that the bearer has attended the Meisterkurse.

STUDENTS.

The preparation of students who have thus far taken the Meister-
kurs.e at Frankfort on the Main shows rent diversity. ID all in-
stances they have had, a common-school education and considerable
practical experience in their respective trades, this being a requisite.
Ingeneral, master artisans and journeymen who intend to.set,up for
themselves are admitOd. In most instances, especially when they
come from larger togns and cities, students have also received train.
ing at continuation schools.. The age varies from 23 to 40 years.

The sttendance at the FrankfOrt Meisterkurse has been small. It
Must be remembered that the courses are in their infancy here, and
the artisans of this distriet have-not yet fatniliariaecl themselves with
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the purpose and advantages of the courses. By the regulations Meis-
terkure can not be held unless at least Ti students are registered for
each coarse. Except in special instances not more than 10 will be
admitted to any one course. At the first series only two courses could
be held, those for locksmiths and upholsterers, with 7 and 10
students, respectively. Registratiott in remaining courses had not
attained the minimum of 6 students. A 'partial course for painters
and allied trades was opened in December, with an attendance of 15.
The second series of full courses commenced January 7, 1913. The
course for shoemakers could not be held on account of luck ofyartici-
pants. Attendance at other courses was as follows: Upholsterers 10,
tailors 6, locksmiths 6. joiners 6. Slightly over half of these students
are from Frankfort or other pails of the Wiesbaden government dis-
trict, the remainder being from other parts of the Empire.

TEACHERS.

The faculty is made up of experts in the several lines and teachers
especially fitted to give instruction in connection with the Meister-
kurse. Their training is both practical and theoretical. In the case
of experts who are not regularly engaged in educational work, spe-
c ur attention is.given to occasional educatilonal training, such as may
be acquired through shopwork with apprentices, for example, andability to teach. The following data from the official program will
give an idea of the sources front which the faculty is recruited:

Courxe fo'r joincrx: Courses in technical drawing and raw materials are given
by an architect who Is a member of the faculty of the trade school. The course
in tools and machine tools is gi%en by a mehanica, engineer who is the pro-prietor Of it ledmien1 human and also teaches in the trade school. Shopwork Isconducted by a master joiner. Bookkeeping and business law are taught by atregular member of the tradeschool facility. The arithmetic course is given by
an architect. who also teaches in the trade school. Instruction In first aid to
injured is gken by a physician.

emirs,. for lockxmillo4: Technical drawing Is taught by as master locksmith,
who has also the ((tie " Ingenlear." The course hi tools and machine tools isglcea,by r, mei:boniest engineer. who is the proprietor of n technleal burAn, and
:il teaches hi the trade school. The course In raw materials Is given by a regu-
lar teacher of the trade school. Shopwork is coniblitteAl by an muster locksmith.
Bookkeeping and business law are taught by a regular mettbe of the trade-
school faculty. Arithmetic Is Magid by an architect, who al teaches in thetrade school. Instruction in first aid to injured is given by a

Course for aphobttcrers: Courses In technical drawing /1111yellttIllg. VW mate-rials. mid decorating are given by a decorator. Shopwork is conducted by a
master upholsterer, who also gives course In arithmetic. Bookkeeping and
business law are taught by two members of the trade-school faculty.

Course 'for shoemakers: Cou'rmes in technical drawing, measuring, cutting. etc
molding feet, and shopwork are given by a master shoomikker, wbb also teaCheo
in the trade school. Courses in ,raiw materials and arithmetic are given by a
manufacturer. 'bums in bookkeeping and business law pre given by two inem7.
tiers of the trade-school faculty. The'course in anatomy bY a physician.
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Course for tailors: Courses In technical drawing, measuring, cutting, etc., and
shopwork are taught by a cutter. Coursei In raw materials and arithmetic are
given by an expert In textiles. Courses in bookkeeping and business law are
taught by n regular member of the trade-school faculty. The course in anatomy
is taught by a physician.

Course for pointes and allied trades: Drawing and painting are taught by a
painter ; composition and coloring by an artist. The technical course is given
by an architect, who also teaches at trade khoul. ('nurse in raw materials is
offered by a chemist, who also leaches iu the tra school, and bookkeeping is
also taught by a regular member of the trade-sclus4 faculty.

While .iderable number of Meisterkurse teachers are-at the
sam me members of the trade-school faculty, this is by no means
true in all cases, and n number of the most important, particularly
technical, courses, are given by experts who have no connection with
the tra de school whatever.

Except in case of business law. subjects which are conupon to sev-
eral courses, such 'as bookkeeping, anatomy. etc., are taught sep-
arately, thus permitting teachers to lay special stress on the needs of
the students in the several trades.

No financial report of the Meisterkurse at Frankfort on the Main
has as yet been published, and the director does not consider himself
at liberty to furnish' information as to salaries. The teachers of the
Frankfort Meisterkurse are remunerated by the holm, whereas in
some other cities they receive a fixed salary.

COST.

'Complete tuition for'the full courses is 30 marks ($7.14) ; and for
the partial course for painters, 20 marks ($-1.76). Further, students
must pay 1.40 marks. (33 cents) for accident insurance. An agree-

. ment has been made with a local company which contracts, in ex-
change for above premium, to pay $714 in case of death, $2,142 for
total disability, mid 71 cents per day in case of temporary disability
cktised by-accidents during work in the neisterkurse.

In case of necessity scholarships may be grantedlto master artisans
and *journeymen -resident in the Wiesbaden government district, in
order to permit them to attend the courses. -Scholarships may not
exceed the folloWing amounts:

For master artisans resident at Frankfort PI 80
For Journeymen resident at Frankfort 14. 28
For master artisans resident elsewhere in district_ 315..70
For; journeymen resident elsewheresin district 10. 04 *-

Thus far about one-third of the students at Frankfort have. re-
ceived scholarships.

In addition to small receipts from tuition, the expenses of the
'Meisterkurse are met by contributions from the Prussian government,
the e.ity of Frankfort, and the chamber of artisans of the WieSbadeu
government. district.
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RESULTS.

The Meisterkurse are still in their infancy at Frankfort on the
Main, and it is impossible to draw definite conclusions as to their
result. The fact that attendance has thus far not been satisfactory
has been noted. At the first, series only two couses.could be held, and
at the second series only two of tht\live courses were attended by more

ma' than the minnnum number of students.
The' mall attendance.is attributed by the director to the fact that

artisans do nokippreciate the value Of. the courses until qie have
taken them. Mile tuition is very low and selii)larships are granted
in many iustancOls, it. is not always easy for an artisan to give tip his
trade for six or eight weeks. Those who have taken the courses agree
that the instruction enlarges their ideas by showing them the full
possibilities of their trade. It appears-reasonable to assume. that, in
vim of the :atisfaction of the students, future courses will he better
attepded, as the purpose and scope of the Meisterkurse become better

.

known among the artisans of the district.
The.Meisterknrse have their opponents among the artisans; it is

. frequently urged that it is useless to attempt to make a master in six
or eight weeks. This is, of course, not the object of the courses, the
aim being only to perfect and supplement a long practical
In general, however, the courses receive the support and encourage-
ment of the official artisan organizations.
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V. THE TRADE INSTITU TE AT I OLOGNE.

By 'V Stutx ron,cul at Cologne.

The school in this city which is officially kmrwn as the ` ("ewer-
beforderungsanstalt (Institute for the Advancement of Trades)
does not profess to take students and teach them trades, but takes
men not less than 24 years of age, who have already served as sap-
prentices, workmen, and masterwork ii in factories, but who now

,proposeto fit themselves for carrying
It

independarit business. Un-
like the graduate of an American college or technical school: the Ger-
man does not " look for a job,- but goes into busines; for himself.

The school was opened-. October 5,1907.'with classes for cabinet-
makers. locksmiths. tailors, shoemakers: installers of gas. water, and
electric works. Classes in bookbinding, saddlery. galvanism, and
other subjects have since been added. The director explains that the
object of the school is to teach only those subjects which will enable
the handworker to retain apart of the prestige 'lost to him since the '
establishment of the large factories.. The hand manufactare of
such articles -as furniture, shoes, clothing, Backs, etc.. is no longer
profitable. Accordingly the present idea is to instruct the pupils in
individual work that is not profitable. for the factories; for instance.
making special designs of furniture, -fancy locks. and artistic smith
work, designing Mottles, and making special forms of boots and shoes.

In general each course' occupies g weeks. and only 10 students are
permitted in a class, That number. according to the director, is all
that one teacher can profitably handle. More would be in each other's
way and could not be given the personal atrettion necessary. On .

cometetiot of the course no examination is made, hut a certificate .of
(pialificatioh Will be given each student.

There is no connectionkwhatever with other schools; the pupils are,
-drawn fvom factories and- shops 'instead Of, ,schoOls. No especial
preparation is necessary us to studies. The officers consist of the
usual director, secretary, and advising board: the Patter consisting 41
this case"Of the city officials, heads of departments, and officials of
various industrial. associations. , .

64
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TUITION AND EXPENSES.
Tuition for the course is $11.90. In the case of needy stsidents'this

May be remitted, and, in addition, the following sums may be donated
to such students:

To mnsterworkmen living to Cologne $23. 80
)To masterworkmen living outside Cologne 35. 70

To workmen Ilvtni-In Cologne__ 14. 28
To workmen living outside Cologne_ 19.04

Material for the use of students is in most cases furnished free.
Completed articles are sold to the students at the bare cost of the raw
materials.

Teachers are secured from various sources. There are no special
schools for them. Their training and educational qualifications must'
be acquired by practical experience. Salaries paid range from $952
to $1,190 per annum, but teachers are not allowed any additional for
residence, nor are they eligible to pensions as with teachers in public
schools. The hours of work are from g to 1 and 2.30 to 6.30 in winter;
7 to 12 and 2 to 6 in summer, or 9 hours per day.

The cost per pupil averages $71.40; the annual aggregateexpendi-
ture amounts to $20,606, of which amount 4,330 is used to pay matur-
ing bonds. The cost of materials averages about $1,428 per annum.

PERMANENT EXHIBITION.

Connected with the school is a perpanent exhibition of machinery,
tools, raw materials, articles in various stages of manufacture, etc.
To this exhibition any manufacturer of machinery may donate speci-
mens of his product. At the present time three stories of a large
building are,ivell filled with the best types of machines for use in
small industries, such as small machine shops.. factories, etc., includ-
ing a very fine exhibit of the latest electrical motors and appliances
for 'all kinds of machinery. The machinery in this exhibition is all
operated by belts or individual motors and is used by the students of46,
the school for demonstration purposes.

15421 ° -18 --6



VI. SCHOOLS FOR FRUIT GROWING.

By Consul General H. W. HARRIS, Frankfort on the Main.

(a) THE GRAND DUCAL SCHOOL FOR FRUIT GROWING,
OPPENHEIM-AM-RHEIN.

The Grand Ducal School for Fruit Growing at Oppenheim-ain-
Rhein is maintained by the Hessian Government and is placed under
the supervision of the grand ducal ministry of the interior at Darin-
stadt, section for agriculture, commerce, and industry.

The school is indepe ent of any other educational institutions.
Through its varied activities, described further on in the present
report, model vineyards, extermination of vineyard pests, itinerant
instruction, etc., the school is naturally in very close touch with the
fruit - growing interests of the Grand 'Duchy of Hesse.

The school is located in a town of about 4,000 inhabitants, in,the
Hessian Province of Rheinhessen. It is managed by a direaor, who
also takes a considerable part in teaching. Supervision bYgnvern-
mental officers is exercised through frequent visits of inspection.

BUILDINGS, APPARATUS, SHOPS.

The school possesses four buildings, as follows: The'.main building,
containing schoolrooms, collections, library, etc.; a building contain-
ing chemical and botanical laboratory and a fruit cellar ; an office
building, containing also school and study rooms, etc.; a building
where vines are cultivated. ,

'The school has no dormitory. The hours are so arranged as to
permit students from neighboring crilttricts to live at home. Accord-
ing to the prospectus of the school% students desiring to live at Oppan-
heim can find suitable board and lodging for $12 or $13 per month.

The school has at its disposal about 4 acres in productive vineyards
and about 5 acres used for experiments, acclimatizing American vines
or seedlings, and for similar purposes. The orchards,-in which vari-
ous kinds of fruit are grown, cover nearly 12 acres.

INSTRUCTION.

,The Grand Ducal Sehopl for Fruit Growing at Oppe
regular came consisting of two semesters, a winter se

AO
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thebeginning of October to the last of March and a summer semester
from the middle of April to the last of June, with holidays from
Christmas until after New Year and two weeks at Easter. This
arrangement permits the students to take part in the spring sowing
as well as the harvest work either at home or on some well-conducted
farm. In. case the students do not spend their holidays at home the
school undertakes to find suitable employment foi them.

The instruction offered in the regular course is as follows:
1. German, 2 hours per week during the first semester.
2. Arithmetic, 2 hours per week during the first semester.
3. Geometry, surveying, leveling, and drawing. 2 hours per week, first and

second semesters.
4. Physics, 2 hours.per week, first semester.
5. Chemistry, mineralogy, geology. 6 hours per week first semester.
6. Botany and zoology, 7 boors per week, second semester.
7. Grape growing, 7 hours per week: or. general fruit growing, disposal of

fro% and vegetable raising, 5 hours per week, first and second semesters.
8. Farming (Including knowledge of soil. manuring. working soil, stock rais-

ing). S hours per week, first and second semesters.
9. Agricultural economy (with special attention to fruit growing). 2 hours

per week, first and second semesters.
10. Bookkeeping and business methods, 2 hours per week, first semester.
11. Elements of constitutional, administratIve4ind common law, 1 hour per

week. first and second semesters. .

'PRACTICA1 WORK.

1. Surveying and leveling, 2 hours per week, second semester.
2. Cho:MEAT, 2 hours-pet week, first semester.
3. Botany and zoology, 2 hours per week. second semester.
4. Fruit nud vegetable growing, 6 hours psi week, first semester ; 24 hours per

week, second semester.

The first semester consists of 24 weeks with 34. hours of theoretical
and 10 hours of practical work per week; the second semester of
11 weeks with 25 hours of theoretical and 28 hours of practical work
per week.

The following table
Theoretical work:

German
Arithmetic

shows total number of hours in each course:
Theoretical workCod.

Bookkeeping and business.-
At

Constitutional law, etc
Geometry, surveying, etc---
Physics
Chemistry, mineralogy, etc..
Botany and zoology
l'ir.e culture, etc
Fruit growing, etc
Farming "'".

Agricultural economy__ -___

Hours.
48
414

70
48

144
77

223
175
105

Total theoretical 1,091
Practicarvork :

Surveying and leveling____
Chemistry 48
Botany and zoology_ 22
Fruit and vegetable growing 458

70 Total ' 548
The students tali; part in all'kinds of mirk in the school's oreltirds

and vineyards, In addition, excursions are made to points in the
neighborhood of Oppenheicti and to other fruit and-vi havardi difittolAti
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There is also a so-called " Praktikanten-Abteilung," a section in
which preparatory practical experience may be acquired by students
too young to take the regiilar course.

SPECIAL COURSES.

In addition to the re gular course just described, the school gives
several kinds of special courses which are held from time to time,
according to the necessities of the district.

One of these is a course for vineyard owners, which inclults in-
struction in the newest methods of planting and caring for vineyards,
manuring, and combating vineyard pests, etc.

Another is a course for orchard. gardeners. This consists of theo-
retical and practical instruction concerning fruit trees, planting, prun-
ing, improving. etc. These are short courses held at irregular inter-
vals.

ITINERANT INSTRUCTION.

Besides theoretical and practicd1 instruction offered in regular and
special courses at Oppenheim, the School for Fruit Growing sends
its teachers as " itinerant instructors " all over the fruijAgrowing dis-
tricts of the Grand Duchy .of Hesse, has charge of an organized.
attethpt to exterminate vineyard pests, supervises " model vineyards,"
and carries on extensive experiments in fruit growing in the vine-
yards and orchards connected with the school.

The " Wanderlehre," instruction, consists of both
theoretical and practical work; that is, lectures and field demonstra-
tions. Originally most attention was paid to lectures held in fruit-
growing centers. It has been found, however, that fruit growers
derive more benefit from lectures which follow practical demonstra.
tions. At present, instructors go through the district, follow work in
the field, give practical demonstrations, and then close their visit by a
lecture reviewing what has already been shown in practice. The

chers of the school.are frequently invited to address meetings and
iations of persons interested in fruit growing. The following

rEwill give an idea of the extent to which itinerant instruction
4% by the school:

Itinerant instruction.

Practical Other work
Lectures. demon- outride of

et-rations. school!

1'2 5 I
70 e 7
21 7 5
33 7 15

. so
32
38 30

51 ' 200
55 29 210

I TlY Includes wields wort In ossaisodus with assist ylasTirds, exparlinent statiies,ato.
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' EXTERMLNATION OF VINEYARD PESTS.

In 1906 the Grand Ducal Government at Darmstadt decided to be-
'gin a campaign against vineyard pests; this work was placed under
the supervision of the school at Oppenheim. The principal measures
adopted by the schOol are, briefly, as follows: Instruction in vineyard
culture; carefully organized observation and warning service; super-
visionof vineyards; training experts. The school gives from time to
time as necessity may require two-day courses (called " Wiederho-
lUngskurse," or repetition courses), the object of which-is to instruct
growers how to cooperate with the school in the latest methods of
combatting vineyard pests.

MODEL VINEYARDS.

The school attaches great importance to the ethicational value of its
so-called model vineyards. These vineyards are quite independent
of those already mentioned, which are the property of the. school.
The model vineyards are worked by the proprietors under the super-
vision of the school. In 1910, when the last report was published, 13
such vineyards were being supervised by the school. A contract is
made for five years, by which the proprietor agrees to follow the very
precise directions given by the school for planting and administrating
the vineyard. As a rule the property administered as a model vine-
yard is abbut six-tenths of an acre in extent. The proprietor fur-
nishes the labor and the school makes no charge for its assistance:
The materials require. d are supplied principally by the school vine-
yards and oitchards, and also by model vineyards. The products of
the school are sold in the open market to private individuals-and the
proceeds turned over to the school funds.

STUDENTS.

Students adApitted to the regular course must be at least 16 years
old; they must have a common school education or its equivalent,
and be familiari with the most importint features of fruit growing.
Students admitted to special courses must be at least 20 years old.

The rithilar course was Attended by 38 students in 1910-11, 28 in
1911-12, and 42 in 1912-13. The average fge Of students attending
the regular course is 18 to 20 years. They are recruited for, the most
part ,among sons of fruit growers of the district

TEACHERS.

. The faculty of the school composed as fdllows:
A director, who conducts the school and girls instruction in grape

growing. The director ha§charge of experiments, model vineyards,
combatting vineyard pests, and improvement of vines.
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A teacher of natitfarsciences, who gives theoretical instruction itt
chemistry and botany, conducts experiments in thi chemical and
botanical laboratory, and tests the products.'"

A 'teacher for fuit and vegetable raising, whose further duty it is
to direct practical work and experiments in these branches and super-
inteed 'the school's orchards.

A teacher for agriculture, who gives instruction in farming and
economy and in surveying and leveling. He assists in itinerant
courses and experiments, superintends practical work, and edits a
periodical published by the school on fruit growing and gardening.

A vineyard expert (" Weinbautechniker"). who manages the
model vineyards under the supervision of the director and assists in
itinerant instruction and practical work of students.

A gdrdener, who assists in practical work in fruit and vegetable
raising.

A man who handles shipments and assists in the practical work of
the students.

A secretary, who assists the director in accounting, correspond-
ence, registration, etc.

Four assistant teachers (not exclusively attached to the school) for
arithmetic, German, physics, and bookkeeping.

An attendant who is also employed in the chemical and botanical
laboratory.

The principal member; of the faculty have a theoretical training
obtained at " Gymnasien " and higher institutions, of learning.
Their practical preparation is obtained partly at the school itself
and partly in other technical schools of a similar character. Tbe"
assistant teachers for arithmetic, German, physics, and bookkeep-
ing, who are not attached exclusively to the school at Oppenheim,
possess the usual preparation and educational qualifications of Ger-
man teachers.

The salaries of the principal members of the faculty are as follows:
Director, $952 up to $1,428 per year; teacher of natural sciences,
$666 up to $1,428; teacher of agriculture, $666 up to $1,428; teacher
for fruit raising, $666 up to $952. As usual in German schools
salaries increase gradually, according to length of, service. The
assistants, chosen as a rule among the former students of the school,
re &O about $800 a year on an average. The hours of work for
tearers are from 8 to 12 and 2 to 5. They have-on an average 4 to 6
hours class work a week, the rest of the time being taken up by,
field work, experimenting, itinerant instruction, etc:

008T, AGGREGATE AND PER caerra.
.

'Tuition for the entire regular course amounts to 50 marks ($11.90)'
for Hessians and * &arks ($17.85) for-Aeid. This does not, of
~aims% inehula hrtarti and lewicrino
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The aggregate cost of the school at Oppenheim is approximately
$10,000 per, year, of which $7,600 is contributed by the Government
of the Grand Duchy of Hesse, and the remainder is made up from
tuition, sale of products of the school, and miscellaneous receipts.
The expense to the Government is about $240 per year per student.
The principal items of expense are $5,250 for teachers, $700 for
materials, and $1,650 for general expenses. Scholarships ranging
from $24 to $71, contributed from public sources (state savings
banks. etc.), may be granted needy students. .

Efi I, LT8

se

The Grand Ducal School for Fruit Growing exercises a consid-.
erable influence on fruit growing in the Grand Duchy of Hesse and
adjacent districts. While attendance varies considerably, it has never
been so large as during the past school year. The rapid development
of the school's supplementary activities tends to emphasize more
and more the practical side of the school work and to give it almost'
the character of an experiment station. The steady increase in itiner-
ant work shows the success of this branch of instruction, The model
vineyards scattered over a considerable district bring the school into
still closer touch with fruit growers and are of mutual benefit.

The fact that the Grand Ducal Ministry gave t9, the school super-
vision over the work of exterminating vineyard/tests is an evidence
of achievements on the practical side.

`On the whole, through careful training of future growers and close
,relations maintained with those already engaged in active work, the
school is undoubtedly contributing materially to the furtherance of
fruit growing in the Grand Duchy of Hesse and surrounding districts.

(b) THE PROVINCIAL SCHOOL FOR FRUIT GROWING,
KREUZNACH.

The ProVincial School for Fruit Growing it Krenznach has
been- in existence since 1000. In 14)11 a so-called ",winter farm
school" (Landwirtschaftliche Winterschule) was opened in connec-
tion with the school. The 'winter farm school has some 30 students:
is wider the sane director, and uses to a certain extent the buildings'
and equipment of the school for fruit growing. The latter is other-
wise independent from other educational institutions, and was con-
ducted frorili 1909 until 19,11 solely for instruction in fruit growing.
Only that part of the school devoted to fruit growing is considered
in the present report, as coming properly within its scope.

Relations to industrial establishments,, particularly, of course, vine-
yards and orchard plantations, are very close..
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IPS school is under the supervision of the Provinzial-Verwaltung
der Rheinprovinz, and is inspected at regular intervals.

Kreuznach, where the school is located, is a city of 23,000 inhabit-
ants, the seat. of an active commerce, and within a short distance of
the vineyard districts of the Palatinate and the Grand Duchy of
Hesse..

BCJILDiN GS, APPARATUS, SHOPS.

The School for Fruit Growing at Kreuznach possesses a main
building, a smaller building used for practical work of various kinds

...and a dormitory.
The main building includes, in addition to office rooms, the principal

classroom, a laboratory, a microscope room, and a library. The
principal- classroom seats comfortably 40 students, and contains,
further, a collection of plants, minerals, and objects connected with .

fruit growing. The laboratory affords facilities for 20 students to do
independent v3ork, each one having separate water and gas connec-
tions and a locker. The microscope room and library are also well
equipped. The library contains a considerable number of scientific

*works, in addition to books dealing with technical problems of fruit
growing. The director 'of the school is also lodged 'in the main
building.

'The second building is used for handling the product, and includes
a cooperage shop and a fruit kitchen. The fruit kitchen is used for
putting 'up fruit, making fruit. jukes. Marmalade,-etc., and drying
fruit and vegetables. It is equipped with a gas oven, apparatus of
various kinds for drying fruit, fruitcrushers and presses, and mis-
cellaneous utensils. Two 'adjoining rooms are used for storing fruit
and the products of the kitchen, respectively.

The school dormitory can accommodate over 40 students, and has,
further, rooms for teachers and the matron. Out-of-town students
sleeping in the dormitory can also board there.

The school has an orchard covering about 5 acres, in which different
kinds of trees and planting methods, distribution of trees and bushes,
etc., n be studied. A second orchard, nearly 20 acres in extent, is

. situated a short distance from the school and is used for ordinary
and in ensive fruit growing.

The school possesses also a number of vineyards scattered through
the several districts of Kreuznach. These 'vineyard are planted with
different varieties* of grapes and cover an area of about 10 acres in

In addition to its own property, a number' of Government experi-
ment 'Vineyards are placed under the supervision of the school and
afford additional opportunity to study the different kinds of soil,
wines, etc.
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N8TRUlTION.
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The school year at Kreuznach is from the beginning,of October to °
the middle of August. Instruction consists of a two years' course, in-
chiding theoretical instruction' in the following subjects: Vineyard
growing; orchard trees 'and their care; trees trained on trellis' work;
different varieties of fruit; utilization of fruit; farming; stock raising
and care of stock; vegetable gardening; flower gardening; bookkeep-
ing; management of agricultural enterprises; agricultural mathe-
matics.; chemistry (including.laborafory work) ; mineralogy; physics;
surveying; arithmetic; German; religion. It will be observed that
the students are not only taught fruit growing, but also such subjects
as arithmetic, bookkeeping, etc., with special reference to the needs
of their future work. Afternoons, from 2 to 5 in winter and 2 to 6
in summer, are devoted to practical work in which the students learn
to lay out and care for vineyards; improve vines; exterminate vine-

-yard pests; harvest the grapes; plant. train; and care for fruit trees
and trees trained to trellis work; pick, store, and utilize fruit; raise
principal varieties of vegetables, etc.

Furthermore, the school trains young men for positions am man-
agers of agricultural enterprises. These men'receivi in addition to
the work above outlined, special instruction in chemistry, stock feed-
ing, veterinary science, management of farms; and surveying. This
is a two years' course.

Besides the regular yearly courses, the school offers a number of
special courses held generally during the winter months and lasting
one to three weeks, thus,enabling farThers and fruit growers to attend.

-A course of three weeks is given in fruit growing, a six weeks'
course for nurserymen, and course's in utilization of fruit (" Obstver-

.4"rwertung "), including preserving and drying fruit, etc., for girls and
women. The Object of these special courses is to afford older farmers
and growers an Opportunity to.familiarize themselves -with the latest_
teolinical improvements and scientific investigation. They include
both practical and theoretical instruction. They Iead tot beneficial
exchange of views and make valuable experiewe common property.
They, further make 'the school known to older farmers and growers
and encourage them to send their sons. The principal object of the
courses in utilization of fruit is to show how inedible fruit can be

-.4--advantageously disposed of and thus encourage fruit raising.
Furthermore, the director of the school and teachers give itineral.

instruction by means of lectures 'and practical derrionstrations
tliroughont. the school district.

The raw materials requiredgrapes, fruit; etc.are supplied by
the vineyards and orchardsf the school and by purchase. They are
supplied free of charge to the etAkdentik
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STUDENITS.

In general, students under 16 years of age are notj admitted to the
regular courses. Students are expected to have had considerable prac-
tical experience in agricultural work and presumably -to be able to
derive benefit from both theoretical and practical instruction.

For ,Gtrmans, tuition alone costs 36 marks ($8.57) a year; board
and tuition together, 300 marks ($71:40). Half andlfull scholarships
can be granted students unable to pay tuition and board. For for-
eigners, tuition alone costs 100 marks ($23.80) per:year; board and
tuition together, 450 marks ($107).

In general, students admitted to special conrses'must be at least 20
years old. There is no tuition or other charge for these courses. The
average age of, the students is 16 to 20 years.` They are for the most '-
part sons of farmers and grower* and have had considerable prac-
tical experience as well aS elementary schooling: The regular courses
have an average attendance of about 30.

1
TEACHERS.

Teachers of the School for Fruit Growing at Kreuznacholv.
include a

director; three teachers for vineyard culture, orchard growing, and
genera arming, respectively; teachers for Caftblie,..and Protestant
religions; two common-school teachers for elementary subjectC The

'school also has a vineyard inspector, a garden inspector, a matron,
and various servants and laborers.

The. four principal members of the faculty must be graduates of a
technical school for fruitPi:Wing and possess practical experience
extending over several years. The other teachers are not attached
exclusively to the hool at Kreuznach and possess the usual training
and qualification of German teacherk

The principal mbers of the faculty commence with a salary of
$476 per year and rec ve an increase every two years, the first four
increases amounting to $59.50 each, followed by six increasetof $47.60
each up to a maximum of $999.60 a year. They dray further receive
special additional remuneration amounting to $160 a year.

The princizal membeK of the faculty have the following hours of
work: In winter, 8 to 12 and 2 to 6; in 'iimmer, 7 to 12 and 2 to .8.
They have one afternoon in the week free.

00DX, AGGREGATE AND PER OAPITA.

i
The school at Kreuznach is-Supported by, the provincial authorities

of the Rhine
The. total expenses are about $14,2607pe y6r, of which about

$4,000 is for teachers, 414,800 for material, and $6,406 fOr general
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expenses: These figures cover the " winter farm school " maintained
in connection with the school for fruit growing, with its 30 students.
The director estimates the per capita cost at about $240 per student. .

The Prussian Government contributes $1,095 to the support of the
school, the district and city of Kreuznach $71 each.

RESULTS.

The Provincial School for Fruit Growing at Kreuznach was opened
in 1900. From the beginning the attendance has been good, and
shows that fruit growers appreciate the advantages of the training
given their sons. Through the special courses, intended chiefly for
older growers, and the itinerant instruction given by the director and
his assistants, the school keeps in close touch with the district, cover-
ing about 200 localities.

The advantages of such an organization are obvious. On the.one
hand, the teachers gain a better knowledge of the problems and neces-
sities-of the district, besides being able to judge the practical results
of the school's work. On the other hand, not only the regular
students, but also those, already engaged in fruit gro'wing, have an
opportunity to become acquainted with and apply under the super-
vision of experts the latest improvements in' technical methods and
'materials. The special courses and intinerant work of teachers also
tend to keep former student's in contact with the school.

O


